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ATHESIS OUTLINE
RURAL ECONOMICS OP PORTO RICO
A* Introduction to the subject
(1) Reason for the study
(a) Interest in our island possession
(b) My position as assistant professor of
Accounting in the University of Porto
Rico
(c) Benefit to students in a business or
economic field of work
(d) Lack of such information on the island
at the present time
(2) Aim and significance of the work
(a) To state the rural economic conditions
of the island of Porto Rico
(3) Cooperation of the Porto Rican people with me
in my work
B* Physical Geography and Climate of Porto Rico
(1) Location of the island
(2) Size of the island
(3) Topography of the island
(a) Soil
(b) Rivers
(c) Mountains
(4) Climate
(5) Rainfall
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B{THESIS OUTLINE cont.)
C. Brief history of Porto Rico
(1) Discovery by Christopher Columbus
(2) Named by Columbus San Juan Bautiste de Puerto
i
Rico
i
(3) Visited by Juan Ponce de Leon
(4) Settlement of San Juan
D. The Rural Population of Porto Rico
(1) Prior to the 17th century
(a) Number at time of settlement by Ponce de
Leon
(b) Introduction of negro slaves
(c) First census taken by Governor Francisco
Manuel de Olando in 1531
( d) The "jibaro” or peasant class
(2) In the 17th century
(a) Marked by the attacks of English and
French bucanneers
(b) Period of stagnation
(3) In the 18th century
(a) Second census taken by Alejandro 0»Reylly
in 1765
(b) Great mixture of black and white races
(c) Northern coast more populated than the
southern
( d) Significance of the small number of slaves
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(e) Characteristics of the inhabitants
(f) The jibaro has taken shape
(g) Low standard of living
(4) In the 19th century
(a) Royal order allowing commerce with the U.S.
and other foreign countries attracted many for-
eigners of high quality to Porto Rico
(b) Third census taken in 1834
(c) The plague of cholera decreased the population
greatly
(d) Fourth census taken in 1860
(e) Division of occupations of the people
(f) Jibaros as badly off in 1900 as in 1765
(g) Stars and Stripes now takes the place of the
Spanish flag
(5) Present Population
(a) Colored population
(1) Larger number of colored people in
coast towns than in the interior
(2) Proportion of colored people to pre-
vailing types of agriculture in diff-
erent regions.
(6) Age of population as a hindrance to economic devel-
opment
(a) Table showing number of people in Porto Rico
by ages for certain years of past century and
up to 1920
. .
.
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(THESIS OUTLINE cont.)
(b) Number of children excessively high
(c) Comparison with the United States
(d) Table showing number of children of thre
classes, instructors, cigarmakers and
peasants
(7)
Sex ratio of the population
(a) Higher median age for females
(b) Lowest ratio is that of the mulatto
(c) High ratio in the rural districts
i
(d) Black population most equally divided
Economic conditions
(1) Previous to 1815 and up to 1898
(2) Description of jibaro or peasant in rural
sections of Porto Rico at that time
(3) Condition of Agriculture in 1815
(4) Commerce with Spain after 1815
(5) Start of upward swing of agriculture and
commerce
(6) Table of production and exports 1816-1833
(7) Description of life in the country at this
time
(8) Superabundance of labor
(a) More in towns so useless to emigrate to
urban centers
(9) Standard of living at this time
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(a) Big farmer a feudal lord
(Id) Peones his servants
(c) Wages very small
(10) Economic conditions 1898 to 1929
(a) Improvements in efficiency of production.
(b) Increase in commerce
(c) Introduction of capital from the United
States
( d) Increase in production per acre of prin-
cipal products
(11) Wages in rural districts of Porto Rico
(a) Cause of rise from 1916-21
(b) Price levels in different regions
(12) Mobility of labor
(13) General Survey of a typical Porto Rican farm
(a) Location
(b) Owners
(c) Dimensions
( d) Products
(e) Coffee acreage
(f) Sugar cane acreage
(g) Vegetable "
(h) Equipment of farm
(i) Labor force
( j) Transportation
(k) Payroll
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(14) Public Markets
(a) Production of vegetables and their sale
in the Rio Pie dr as market
(b) Cooperation among the farmers
(1) Findings of a student of the
University who spent a night
in the Rio Piedras market of
Porto Rico
(2) No cooperation to speak of
(3) Table of prices of most common
goods brought by country work-
ers to market
(15) Housing conditions In rural sections
(a) Comprised of coffee, sugar cane and tobac-
co sections
(b) Description of houses
(c) Depressing conditions
(16) Health and sanitary conditions
(a) Neglect in rural sections
(b) Influential people live in towns
(c) 90% of rural population afflicted with
hookworm
( d) Efficiency lowered.
(e) Little medical attendance
(f) Table showing death rate from tuberculo-
sis from 1909-27
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(g) Table showing comparison of death rates
of U.S. and Porto Rico from 1901-1905
(17) Ed-ucation
(a) Before American occupancy
(b) After American occupancy
(c) Table showing holding power of rural and
urban schools compared
( d) The outlook
(18) Marriage and Legitimacy
(a) Increase in marriage rate since 1898
(b) Comparison with U.S. in 1926
(c) Ratio of married population to the total
population 1899, 1910, 1920
(19) Food and Clothing
(a) Data collected by university students in
rural sections
(b) Different cases studied
(20) Politics
(a) Party allegiance and reasons for it
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(21) Cultural Opportunities
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INTRODUCTION
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Over thirty years ago, on December 10, 1898, Spain
ceded to the United States of America the island of Porto Rico.
From that day the destinies of the beautiful island were chang-
ed; and Porto Rico, a Spanish colony since its discovery by
Christopher Columbus on November 16, 1493, became an insular
possession of the United States of America, and was placed
under the commercial, political and moral influence of the
great republic of North America.
We are too little concerned about our possessions,
and it is time that we took more interest in their affairs. I
have been assigned to the University of Porto Rico as an
Assistant Professor of Accounting by Boston University for the
academic year 1929-1930. I have become very much interested
in the rural economic conditions that prevail in Porto Rico,
and, therefore, I have chosen this as the subject of my grad-
uate thesis for the degree of Master of Business Administration
from Boston University in June 1930.
I feel that this study should be of great benefit to
any students in the business or economic field of work. I
shall attempt in this work to bring before the minds of my
readers a picture of rural economic life as it exists in Porto
Rico. I shall show the history of its population, its living
conditions, educational and social advantages, wage scales,
handicaps to economic development etc., in short, all the
conditions which go to make up the rural economic life of this
beautiful island,
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Page 2
The Brookings Institute of Washington, D. C., made
a survey of the island last year. Their report will not be
ready for another year or so, but I have interviewed many of
the students who helped them in making their survey. I have
visited different sugar centrals, coffee plantations and rural
sections with students in my accounting classes. They have
spent entire weekends and hours of their time in assisting me
in my work, that I might give to the people at home in the
United States, upon whom they look as their real friends, an
insight into the rural economic life of the rural sections of
Porto Rico. I have a pretty fair speaking and reading know-
ledge of Spanish, but in a study like this in a Spanish speak-
ing country, the aid of a native or natives is far more help-
ful than can be imagined.
The people here seem very grateful to the United
States government for the wonders they have accomplished in
the thirty odd years of their supervision. The poor " jibaro"
or peasant of the rural sections will never forget the wonder-
ful work that the American Red Cross did after the great hurri-
cane of September 1928. A visit to these sections of Porto
Rico speaks volumes for that great organization. The people
here realize that there is much to accomplish, among the rural
sections, before Porto Rico shall take its place in the sun.
Of course they look to us for help, and this is a very natural
tendency. They need many things and must progress very much;
to whom have they to look but to the government that has done
so much for them in so short a space of time. The Porto Rican
people have been exceedingly hospitable to me, and but for
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Page 3
their splendid cooperation much of the accompanying data could
not he included.
I have read many volumes on economic life in Porto
Rico, and I owe my thanks to both the librarian at the Carn-
egie Library in San Juan, and the librarian, Mr. Mitchell, at
the University of Porto Rico, for the great help they have
given me and their unfailing kindness at all times.
The study of rural economics has really just begun
in Porto Rico, but I see great hopes for this little island in
the future. With the interest of the American people aroused
by a true knowledge of rural life in Porto Rico, we may hope
for a quick solution of the jibaros’ problems, and an addition
to our great Union of a truly great economic Porto Rico.
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PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY AND CLIMATE OP PORTO RICO
Page 4
Porto Rico is one of the islands of the West Indies,
which became a possession of the United States in 1898, at the
conclusion of the Spanish-American war. It lies about 1,000
miles southeast of Key West, Florida, and 80 miles directly
east of the island of Haiti. Having the shape of a parallel-
ogram, Porto Rico is about 100 miles from east to west and 30
miles from north to south; its area of 3,435 square miles is
about one third less than that of the state of Connecticut.
A range of forest covered hills, 2000 to 3000 feet
high, stretches across the island from east to west, and slopes
down on both sides to the level lowlands along the coasts.
These lands are the grazing places of the Porto Rican cattle.
In the north the rivers are longer and many lagoons border the
shores, but on the southern severe droughts often occur, and
artificial irrigation is necessary. Many rapid rivers rising
in the interior hilly regions furnish water power, and forty-
seven of Porto Rico’s thirteen hundred streams are of good
size, although not navigable for any distance. The Bayamon,
the Loiza, La Plata, the Manati and the Arecibo, flowing to
the northern coast, the Jacaguas in the 3outh and the Blanco
in the west are among the most important.
As in most hilly, tropical countries, the temperature
varies at different altitudes, but Porto Rico has the most
pleasant and healthful climate of any of the West Indies. The
intense heat of the low lands is modified by the northeast
trade winds, and the nights are generally cool. During the
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Page 5
hottest weather the temperature is rarely more than 100? and in
the highlands during the cold weather the thermometer seldom
falls below 50° ; there is an occasional frost or hailstorm,
but snow is unknown. During the hurricane months — July,
August and September — the winds and rainstorms are severe.
Hurricanes visit the island about every twenty years. The east
winds and the rainfall are greatest in the north section of
the island. (1)
AVERAGE RAINFALL, PORTO RICO
Iri 'Inches
Years North
_
West East South Gen . Ave
.
1915 82.87 78.30 78.73 45.81 71.43
1916 86.13 77.66 95.44 70.44 82.42
1917 74.60 77.28 77.82 45.02 68.68
1918 63.17 80.78 66.50 49.82 63.82
1919 67.79 66.79 82.95 53.27 67.70
1920 62.15 70.79 75.26 57.07 66.31 .
1921 64.21 80.84 72.87 44.81 65 • 68
1922 73.44 83.56 65.43 40.10 65.63
1923 57.69 72.44 63.20 36.13 57.37
1924 toto
.
too 76.61 90.98 56.53 74.86
>
1925 60.55 93.85 74.71 44.36 68.37
1926 64.41 82.27 61.18 42.80 62.67
Gen. Ave, 69.36 78.43 75.42 48.85 67.91
(1) Scientific Survey of Porto Rico and the Virgin Islands.
Published by the New York Academy of Sciences, New York
1919. First chapter of this book. Summary only.
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HISTORICAL
Porto Rico was discovered by Christopher Columbus on
his second voyage to the West Indies. He landed at Aguada
near the northwest point of the island. He was then on his
way to Santo Domingo and did not revisit the island which he
named San Juan Bautista de Puerto Rico. Its native name was
Borinquen in honor of the Indian chief of the first inhabitant
of the island.
Juan Ponce de Leon, who was then governor of eastern
Santo Domingo, went over to look at the island, the hills of
which he could see from his province. He was so impressed by
its beauty and resources, as well as by the cordial reception
of the native Indian chief, that he made a settlement the
next year on the north coast near the present capital now
called San Juan.(l)
(1) Above based on the book M A Guide to the West Indies, Ber
muda and Panama, by Frederick A. Ober. Page 311.
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Page 7
THE RURAL POPULATION
In the year 1511, two years after Fonce de Leon es-
tablished himself in Porto Rico with his twenty companions,
there were in the island some two hundred Spanish male adults(l)
In this year the Indians rebelled and killed eighty Spaniards
of those who had settled in Aguada under Cristdbal de Soto-
mayor. Numerous Indians were killed, and those who remained
loyal, or were subjugated, were distributed among the Span-
iards* The latter numbered some fifty-five hundred* A third
settlement in the East was established; but the Indian rebels
who had retired to the Luquillo range, came down upon the vil-
lage at night and burned the houses, and killed the Spaniards
and their cattle* Many of the Indians sailed away to the
neighboring islands, and the epidemic of small pox, which was
introduced into the island with the negro slaves, killed off
about one third of the native inhabitants* (2)
In the meantime negro slaves were being brought into
San Juan, as the island was called at that time. At the time
of the discovery of America, negro slaves were abundant in
Seville, Spain, and D* Nicol&s de Ovando, upon his arrival at
Santo Domingo as governor, brought with him some distinguished
companions who introduced as their personal servants a number
of negro slaves* Though Ovando was opposed to negro slaves
being brought into the island, such pressure was brought to
bear upon the Casa de Contratacion ( the institution in charge
of all commerce in the new lands) that permission was granted
(1) Memoria de Puerto Rico - Pedro Tom&s de Cordoba Page 3.
(2) Colonizacion de Puerto Rico - Brau - Page 280*
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to introduce negroes in the colonies upon the payment of two
ducats ( about $ 1,75 in American money) for each negro import-
ed. (1)
In 1518, Lorenzo Gorrebod, bardn de la Bress6, one
of the Flemish nobles who accompanied Philip V into Spain, ob-
tained permission to introduce into the Antilles 4000 negro
slaves# (2)
The excessive number of males in Porto Rico, com-
pelled the King to issue an order in 1528, that all Spaniards
of the island should marry under the threat of having taken
away from them all the Indians and the land granted them by
the Crown. (3)
Many Spaniards had taken as concubines some of the
Indian women who were assigned to them in the distribution of
Indian workers made by Ponce de Leon. (4)
The result of this population movement may be seen
in the census taken by Governor Francisco Manuel de Olando in
1531, in which he gives us the figures shown below. (5)
Division Married
toWhites
Married
to
Indians
M
H*
P
OQM
a
Total
Spaniards 57 14 298 369
Free Indians Mandated 473
Indian Slaves
-
675
Negro Slaves - Males 1168
Females 355
L .. .•
1523
3040
(1) Historia de Puerto Rico - Frau Inigo Abad., Page 354.
(2) Historia de Puerto Rico - Brau - Page 58
(3) Biblioteca Historica - Tapia - Pages 115-119
(4) Colonizacion de Puerto Rico - Brau - Page 340
(5) Historia de Puerto Rico - Brau - Page 70-71
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Page 9
As may be noticed from the figures, this census includes only
the adult population. Furthermore, it is clear that the good
Governor did not think much of his women compatriots, because
he did not include them in the total number of Spaniards,
although 50 of the 57 who appear as married to Spaniards were
born in Castille.
The census shows several peculiarities worth noticing:
1. The intermingling of Spaniards and Indians from
the very beginning.
2* The small number of Indians remaining on the
Island.
3. The small number of whites as compared with the
Indians and negroes.
4. The enormous disparity between the sexes.
That the King took notice of the small number of
white people, as compared with the number of negroes, is evid-
ent from the order compelling slave traders to bring a free
white settler for every five negroes imported. Arrangements
were also made for sending fifty peasant families which would
help increase the white population.
A short time after the above census was taken Don Juan
de Castellano came to the island with his wife and children
and 75 colonists. (1)
During the years from 1536 to 1553 there were imported
into the island 1,500 negroes, not including those who were
smuggled in. (2)
The number of negroes was enormously larger than that
of the whites of whom there were only 2500 in 1590. (3)
(1) Hlstoria de Puerto Rico - Abad- page 125. (2) Abad- page
354. (3) Historia de Puerto Rico - Brau - Page 117
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Page 10
To counterbalance this evil, the Kings of Spain stim-
ulated the coming of Spanish settlers; hut this plan was not
successful because of the continuous attacks upon the island
by the English, French and the Indian Caribs of the neighbor-
ing islands*
Because of these attacks, the island was left with-
out the necessary hands to work the farms and consequently
commerce was at a standstill. The farms of the interior were
abandoned and overgrown with underbrush.
By 1536 the gold mines had been exhausted, and Charles
V authorized a credit of six thousand pesos ( $6000*00 ) to stim-
ulate the planting of sugar cane to be paid back in four years.
By 1570 there were in the island eleven small sugar
factories which produced five thousand hundredweight of sugar.
But since all commerce had to be carried on with Spain at the
ports of Seville and Cadiz, and frequently a whole year went
by without any sjiips from these ports coming to Porto Rico, by
1602 there remained only eight factories with a production of
one hundred fifty hundredweight. Ginger took the place of
sugar cane to a large extent, being easily planted and gather-
r
ed and besides needing no capital to speak of*
The Spaniards had by this time begun to scatter
through the coast. To be able to understand the jibaro of to-
day, and his strong tendency to live as far apart from the
other people as possible, we must bear in mind that the origin-
al settlers had been at war with the Moors for eight centuries,
and that during this time they had developed a strong individ-
ualism, not very different from the individualism which devel-
-.
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Page 11
oped in the United States during the const.ant frontier battles
with the Indians and the French.
Ihe following quotations will make this thought
clear:
" The inhabitants of la Aguada lived near enough to
each other; the rest of the land was used for the raising of
cattle. Then the division of land was decided upon and every
one wanted a large share. All those who lived on somebody
else’s land, even though enough was granted to them free of
the payment of rent, wanted to have their own tract of land
but as a result, they have scattered through-
out the region which is six leagues long and four wide.” (1)
” In 1510, the founding of a village near the port
of Gu&nica was started. Ponce de Ledn authorized Don Crist-
6bal de Sotomayor to settle there with the Spaniards that he
could bring from Spain. The land was divided among the sett-
lers who selected their site at will. They usually selected
places as far apart as possible from each other, undoubtedly
with the idea of avoiding quarrels among themselves.” (2)
Such was the beginning of the peasant class of
Porto Rico; Spanish individualists who scattered throughout
the island to cultivate their farms, and who, when not already
married to Spanish women, mixed freely at first with the
Indian women who were mandated to them, and then with the
negro women slaves. Nevertheless, a great many kept their
Spanish blood pure, many examples being noticed today in both
the towns and the country sections of Porto Rico.
(1) Biblioteca Histdrica - Tapia - page 159.
(2) Colinizacidn de Puerto Rico - Brau - page 106.
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SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
Page 12
This century is marked by the many attacks of the
English and the French buccaneers, and the stupidity of the
Spanish government which prohibited commerce with other nations
without offering facilities for commerce with the mother coun-
try, On the 20th of May 1862, Don Juan P3rez de Guzrndn, off-
icer of the army, states that eleven years had gone by without
the arrival of a Spanish merchant vessel ,f the reason for
which being that the farmers had no outlet for their crops. (1)
As to the importation of negroes, we find that from
1613 to 1620 there entered into Porto Rico eleven shiploads of
negroes, (2)
In brief it may be stated that the whole seventeenth
century was a period of stagnation in every phase of commercial
and social life,
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
The first part of the eighteenth century does not
show any further progress. Don Juan Jos4 Colomo, who took
charge of the government of the island in 1744, describes in
the following words the legacy which he inherited from his
predecessor:
"Public scandals without number; robbers at large
for lack of punishment; the community one of gossipers; minor
offices sold to the best bidders; soldiers whose only business
has been the collection of their salaries, and two thirds of
them married to mulattoes, for which reason there is no need
(1) Historia de Puerto Rico - Brau - Page 144.
(2) Historia de Puerto Rico - Abad - Page 364.
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Page 13
of barracks at present." (1)
In the year 1760, Don Miguel Uriarte introduced
15,000 negroes into Porto Rico. (2)
The first census of the island after that taken by
Olando in 1531, was taken by Alejandro O’Reylly in 1765. The
latter came to the island on an official mission. His report
contained the following figures:
Free Men 10,968
Free Women 11,497
Children not over 10 17,581
Total Free Population
_
39, 84€T
Adult Slaves 3,439
Children Slaves 1,599
Total Population 44,884
Mr. O f Reylly does not divide the population into the different
colors, but in the history of Fray Inigo Abad we may see clear-
ly that there was a great mixture of the white and black races,
the number of mulattoes being larger than that of the whites.
From the detailed census by municipalities, we can
see that the southern coast was less populated than the north-
ern coast, and the East less populated than the West.
The comparatively small number of slaves indicates
that importations of negroes had stopped or nearly so.
But what I think is of intense interest to us in
tracing the origin of the rural population of Porto Rico, is
the description of the characteristics of the inhabitants made
by 0 ! Reylly: " to make clear the conditions of living of the
natives, we should state that in all the island there are but
(1) Historia de Puerto Rico - Brau - page 174.
(2) Historia de Puerto Rico - Abad - page 364.
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Page 14
two schools; that outside of Porto Rico (the Capital) and San
Germdn, very few know how to read; that they count time by
governors and hurricanes, visits of the bishop, arrival of
fleets, or of the allowances from Mexico. They do not under -
stand what a league is. Each one measures distances in prop-
ortion to his ability as a walker. Even the most distinguished
men, including those of the capital, when they go into the
country, go barefooted and barelegged. The whites do not find
any objection to mixing with the mulattoe3. The only perm-
anent inhabitant of the towns, the capital excepted, is the
priest. The others come only on Sunday in order to attend
mass, if they live near, and if farther away they come only
during the last three days of Easter week. For these occasions
they have their wooden houses in town built after the fashion
of pigeon houses, mounted on posts. These houses consist of
two rooms, and remain open day and night, having only the
frames, with no doors or windows to close. Their furniture is
so scanty that they can move in the twinkling of an eye. The
houses in the country are built in the same fashion, and there
is little difference between them and those of the towns."
Fray Inigo Abad writing a few years later draws the
following description of the country people. "The population
of the island is so scattered that we find houses everywhere
we go. There is a great abundance of bananas, fish in all the
rivers, and all along the coast; in the hills there are plenty
of fruits, sweet potatoes, beans, corn and rice. Cows 1 milk is
abundant. --- The furniture is no obstacle to move from one
place to another. The hammock and a kettle are the only things
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Page 15
they need in this line. The dishes, spoons, cups and jars are
made out of the to tumo which is found everywhere. A machete
is the only instrument that they use in all of their work.
With it they cut the sticks, vines and palm leaves necessary
to build their houses and also to clean the ground and to
plant and to cultivate.”
The jibaro has taken shape. It is the result of
over three centuries of life in the country; compelled to pro-
vide for his own simple needs and to have no others because of
the stupidity of a government which prohibited commerce, and
because of living in a land too fertile to oblige him to put
forth his best efforts in order to survive.
The result of these conditions will be the rapid
growth of population with a low standard of living, which grows
and grows and like an enormous wave will threaten the well-
being of future generations.
The eighteenth century comes to a close. In the
year 1800, the island had a population of 155,426 inhabitants,
an increase of 271$ in thirty-five years. Such a simple and
easy life could bring no other results. The theory was that
the more children a man had, the more '’hands” there would be
to plant potatoes, milk the cows, and to take the ginger to the
towns to sell. Schools were unnecessary. A man needs no edu-
cation to water the cattle or gather coffee from the trees.
Roads also were not needed. The first horse with its load of
tobacco or beans would take a path which the others might
follow. This was the condition of the rural population of
Porto Rico in the year 1800.
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The nineteenth century will clear the road which
will be trodden by many of these people, and which will lead
them to better conditions; but the great majority will find
themselves in 1900 where they were at the end of the eight-
eenth century, ignorant, landless and consumed by misery and
ill health.
NINETEENTH CENTURY
In 1815, the population of Porto Rico was 220,892 -
an increase in the first fifteen years of the nineteenth cent-
ury of forty- three percent. During this year the royal order
was received, allowing commerce with the United States and
other foreign countries, the exemption of duties on agricult-
ural implements and slaves, and the admission of foreign cath-
olics with their slaves; granting them land for cultivation,
and freedom in the making of their wills. They were also allow-
ed to return to their native land with the capital they had
earned at the end of a five year period. (1)
The royal order attracted many foreigners of a high
quality which gave a great impetus to the progress of the is-
land. By May 21, 1816, there had already come into the island
three hundred twenty-four foreign catholics and eighty-three
gentlemen from Louisiana, some of them with their slaves and
weal th.
The census of 1834 shows the following figures:
Whites 188,869
Mulattoes 101,275
Free Negroes * 25,124
Negro Slaves
. ... 41,818
Troops and Prisoners 1,750
Total
(1) Historia de Puerto Rico- Brau- Page 226
358,836
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That the island remained eminently rural may be as-
certained from the statistics on country and town dwellings as
classified in the census of 1830 as follows: In town 5503, in
the country 34,394. (1) Since the average number of inhabit-
ants per dwelling at the time was 8*1168 plus, we find that
the number of urban people was 44,665, while the rural pop-
ulation was 279,171 inhabitants. In percent they were 13.7
and 86.3 respectively. These results are obtained by counting
a3 urban population even that of Morovis which had only six
houses. Using the census as a basis we find that the popul-
ation was over 90% rural. In 1846 the number of people in the
island had grown by 84,303 and the distribution by race and
sex was as follows:
Men Women Total
Whites 109,061 107,022 216,083
Free Mulattoes 76,728 77,572 154,300
Free Negroes 10,360 11,131 21,491
Slave Mulattoes— 6,366 6,674 13,040
Negro Slaves 21,908 16,317 58,225
Totals 224,423 218,716 443,139
On the tenth day of November, 1855 an epidemic of
cholera broke out for the first time on the island. This
greatly diminished the colored population of the island as
shown by the census of 1860 which gives the following figures:
Males Females Total
Whites 154,350 ” 146,080 '300,'430
Free Colored 120,397 120,618 241,015
Colored Slaves 21,668 20,068 41,756
Totals 296,415 286,766 583,181
Unclassified 127
Grand Total 583,308
(1) Memoria de Puerto Rico - Cordoba - page 46.
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Pagel8
There were already in the island 1,726 white foreign-
ers, and 1,930 colored foreigners. By occupations the people
of the island were divided as follows:
White Colored
Property owners- — rs55 TPSGS
Land Workers 17;,395 9,642
Merchants 3;,091 321
Factory Owners 26 6
Small Business Men — 891 512
Clergy -- 159 -
Employees — 874 -
Employees out of work
and pensioned -- 49 -
Military Men including Militia Hi,133 44
Military Men retired 117 12
Teachers ---- -- 454 15
Totals 43,044 15,116
It may readily be seen from the above figures that
the island of Porto Rico was eminently rural* The occupations
of the people listed above were In the urban centers and the
balance of the population of over 525,000 must have been in
the rural sections. Business at this time was flourishing and
the island had begun to take an interest in education, though
the people were largely paid from the pupils’ fees. (1)
Spanish immigration grew very great in the nine-
teenth century. The immigrants came in order to enter into
business, and to occupy official positions upon which they
had a monopoly. The exploitation of the peasant was their
means of getting wealthy. Ignorant jibaros were encouraged
to trade in their stores; they would run into debt and on the
first failure of their crops, either the land fell into the
hands of the Spaniards or it was heavily mortgaged. The int-
erest charges were so high that they kept the jibaro In debt
for the rest of his life.
(1) Historia de Puerto Rico - Abad - Pages 294-306.
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Schools in the country were very few and exceedingly
poor, roads were impassable, sanitation was unknown and social
life unheard of. The brightest of them left the country for
the towns where they might enjoy the advantages of civilization.
The rest stayed merely because it was impossible for them to
get out. In this manner the jibaro class developed, as badly
off in the year 1900 as in the year 1765 when 0*Reylly made
his famous report.
By this time the Stars and Stripes of the United
States had taken the place of the Red and Golden flag of Spain.
Was this change to mean anything to the poor jibaro?
Was he to be given his place in the sun, or would the American
government turn a deaf ear to him as the Spanish government
had done? Are men really created equal, at least equal in pol-
itical rights in the eyes of a government which they help to
support by hard persistent work, from sunrise to sunset, under
the scorching rays of the tropical sun? We shall determine
this when we discuss the present status of the rural populat-
ion of Porto Rico
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THE COLORED POPULATION OF PORTO RICO
Statistics about race in Porto Rico must be looked
upon with great incredulity, as the population is so intermix-
ed and becausb there are not only two colors, black and white,
but an infinity of shades. It is next to impossible, in many
cases, to determine whether a person is white or slightly col-
ored. In such cases, of which there are thousands, the strict-
ness or tolerance of the census agent determines the count of
the colors.
According to the census of 1910 the number of color-
ed children attending school was 131,079 or 32.4$ of all the
children in attendance. In the same year, in the report of the
governor, page 153, we find that among 121,453 children attend-
ing school only 25$ were colored. If we take into consideration
the larger number of children accounted for by the census agents,
such discrepancy between the percent of colored children re-
ported by the two agencies, would seem to indicate a greater
tolerance on the part of the school teachers in classifying
their children by races.
The several census* taken since 1531 show the follow-
ing figures listed on page 21.
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Source Year Percentage of
Colored People
Page 21
Brau- History of
Porto Rico, Page 70 1531
Flinter- Account of
the Present State of
Porto Rico - 1833 1802
it it it 1812
» it it 1820
ti tt it 1827
it ii it 1830
ii it tt 1834
ii it it 1846
ii it it 1860
Census of 1899 Page 57 1877
it ii tt it 1887
it tt it ii 1897
ti it it it 1899
88$ ( Including
Indians
)
52$
53$
55$
50$
49$
47.1$
51.2$
48.4$
43.7$
40.5$
35.7$
38.2$
Census of 1910
" " 1920
1910
1920
34.5$
31.0$
The negro population of Porto Rico increased very
rapidly at the beginning with the importation of negro slaves
from Africa, hut they soon mixed with the whites, and the pure
negro type was never in the ascendancy after the first century.
The number of mulattoes kept increasing and contributed large-
ly to make the colored population a majority of the total pop-
ulation. The proportion between the two races began to change
in the second half of the 19th century because of the increase
in the immigration of the white people and the termination of
the slave traffic. The Department of Health, in its report
for 1925-26, page 113, estimates the population of the island
at 1,417,646 of which only 23.2$ are colored.
In the census' of 1910 and 1920 the percent of colored
people in the urban and in the rural zones were as follows;
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Year Percentage of Rural People
Urban Rural
1910 43JT 32Y3?T
1920 32.7$ 25.4%
These figures show the tendency of the negroes to go
to the towns and cities. They were brought to Porto Rico as
slaves and worked in large groups; thus they became more gre-
garious than the Spaniards and their descendants who delighted
in living as far apart as possible from other people.
We find a larger number of colored people in the
coast towns than in the towns of the interior of the island.
This was accounted for by the fact that the sugar mills had
been established along the coast. The latter were the largest
employers of the slave labor. In a little later period when
the cocoanut plantations were started near the sugar plantations,
the colored people naturally spread in that direction.
The following is a table showing the percentage of
colored people in the different towns of Porto Rico for the
year 1920:
1 . Dorado 73.5 39. Caguas 27.4
2. Toa Baja 64.5 40. Ceiba 26.3
3. Arroyo 63.8 41. Yauco 25.3
4. Carolina 59.9 42. Arecibo 25.0
5. Loiza 56.3 43. Guayama 25.0
6. Vega Alta 51.0 44. Mayagu^z 24.7
7. Culebra 50.0 45. Maricao 24.4
8. Vieques 47.2 46* Pehuelas 23.4
9. Rio Piedras 45.1 47. Cayey 21.8
10. Aguas Buenas 44.6 48. Aguadilla 21.3
11. Trujillo Alto 44.5 49. Corozal 20.9
12. Luquillo 43.3 50. Las Piedras 20.2
13. Santa Isabel 41.6 51. Las Marias 20.1
14. Humacao 41.0 52. .Juncos 19.6
15. Rio Grande 40.6 53. San Lorenzo 13.5
16. S&bana Grande 38.8 54. Aibonito 17.6
17. Fajardo 38.2 55. Cabo Rojo 17.6
18. Bayam6n 37.6 56. Ciales 17.5
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19 . San Juan 37.0 57. La jas 17.3
20. Coamo 36.2 58. Barro s 17.2
21. Manat! 35.6 59. Cidra 16.2
22. Gurabo 35.4 60. Anasco 15.9
23. Maunabo 35.0 61. Naran jito 15.7
24. Hormiguero 34.1 62. Aguada 15.0
25. Vega Baja 34.1 63. Comer io 14.9
26. Patillas 33.9 64. Isabella 13.7
27. Juana Diaz 33.7 65. Moca 13.2
28. Guaynabo 33.6 66 • Jayuya 12.7
29. Toa Alta 32.2 67. Morovis 11.6
30. Guayanilla 32.1 68. Barranquitas 11.4
31. Naguabo 32.0 69. Rincdn 10.4
32. San Germ&n 31.5 70. Quebradillas 10.2
33. Yabucoa 30.8 71. Hatillo 10.0
34. Salinas 30.3 72. Camuy 9.5
35. Villalba 29.1 73. Utuado 8.5
36. Ponce 28.1 74. Adjuntas 8.1
37. Barceloneta 27.8 75. San Sebastian 7.8
38. Gu&nica 27.6 76. Lares 6.1
The coast towns range from 9.5% colored (Camuy) to
73.5% colored (Dorado), San German being the median with 31.5%.
The interior towns range from 6.1% colored (.Lares) to
51% colored (Vega Alta), the median being Las Marias with 20.1%.
The following table will illustrate the proportion
of colored people by the prevailing type of agriculture in the
regions indicated:
Range Median Lowe s t Highest
Sugar Cane 30.8 Xrecibo Loiza
Cocoanuts 25.1 Isabela Loiza
Tobacco . .
.
19.6 Comerio Aguas Buenas
Coffee . . 17.5 Lares Ponce
Prom this it may be readily seen that the coffee and tobacco
regions have a smaller percentage of negroes employed. than the
cocoanut and sugar cane regions. This is due t.o the fact that
the former two types of agriculture are carried on mainly in
the mountain towns, whereas the latter are carried on in the
coast towns
J
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AGE OF THE POPULATION
AS A HINDRANCE TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Page
"It has often been noted that certain animals, such
as the brown rat of Europe, the English sparrow in America,
and the rabbit in Australia, flourish amazingly when trans-
ferred to a new and rich environment. Having lived for years
and for thousands of generations in an old and crowded envir-
onment, where the process of selection operates rigidly and
inexorably, the survivors of this long struggle have acquired
remarkable powers of adaptation. When suddenly transferred to
a new and rich environment, where the struggle for life is not
so intense, they flourish and multiply at a terrific rate."(l)
Without any doubt, the 44,000 odd inhabitants found
in Porto Rico by O’Reylly in 1765 had gone through a very rigid
process of selection for two and one-half centuries. When the
environment suddenly changed, owing to the emigration of new
people and the start of government work on the island, as well
as to the monetary help coming yearly from Mexico, the popul-
ation began to grow by leaps and bounds.
In 1824 we find a birth rate in Porto Rico of 56 per
thousand, and an increase in population from 44,833 to 221,268,
an increase of 394$ in fifty-nine years.
In the same year 39.75$ of the population were chil-
dren from 1 to 9 years of age, and 21.09$ were between the years
10 to 19, the two together making up 60.84$ of the population.
The rate of increase was indeed terrific, and though today it
is somewhat reduced it is still very high.
(1) Rural Sociology - Lundquist and Carver - P. 233
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The following table gives the number of people in
Porto Rico by ages for certain years of the past century and
up to the year 1920; (1)
Age in
Years 1824 1827 1832 1899 1920
1 to 9 39.75 33.34 36.83 30.9 36.4
10 to 19 21.09 20.62 20.83 22.8 22.6
20 to 29 13.04 18.17 18.93 18.1 17.3
31 to 40 9.58 10.65 9.89 11.8 11.9
41 to 50 5.69 6.27 5.88 7.4 8.6
51 to 60 1.64 3.84 4.02 5.1 4.9
over 60 3.24 3.34 3.62 3.9 4.2
The above figures show that the number of children
are excessively high, and although the ratio between children
and the total population decreased in 1827, due no doubt to
the Santa Ana cyclone of 1825, it went up again in 1832 and
has only decreased very gradually since. In 1860 over 56 per-
cent of the population were between, the ages of 1 and 20 and
this was only about 1% decrease from that of 1832. It will .
also be noticed that there is a rapid reduction in the figures
for the years above ten, and especially above thirty. The sig-
nificance of this is readily apparent. It means a large number
of people dying in those years with the consequent economic loss
following it. The situation has not changed very considerably
as may be seen from the following figures comparing the United
States and Porto Rico. (1)
Age in
' 1900 rooo— roro - - —rooo~—
Years U.S. P.R. U.S. -P.R. U.S. -P.R.
Under 5 12.1 15.78 11.6 16.2 10.9 15.6
5 to 14 22.3 28.01 20.5 25.7 20.08 28.1
(1) Memoria de Puerto “Rico - £$rdoba - pgs. 56 and 28i and
Census’ of U.S. for 1899, 1910 and 1920.
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Thus it is readily apparent that even in the year 1920 for
every hundred people, Porto Rico had 43.7$ of children fourteen
years or less, while the United States had only 31.1$. If we
consider that this is a parasitic period, Porto Rico has a
handicap to its economic development, which forms no small part
of the very many causes that makes it slow in progressing. Let
us take the United States as a standard and it is a very high
standard. In comparison with the latter, the island of Porto
Rico had, in the year 1926, 174,654 children too many. In
this fact lies one of the principal causes of poverty in Porto
Rico, and as it is true in so many countries, the poorest fam-
ilies are the ones that have the most children. In the census
of 1920 there were 16.4 children under five years of age in
the rural population, the poorest people of the island, and
only 11 in the urban districts. Prom 5 to 9 years and from 10 to
to 14 years the ratios were 15.9 to 11.7 and 13.3 to 11.6 re-
spectively.
These figures are strengthened by the result of the
study made by one of the students of the University of Porto
Rico, of 30 adult instructors of the University, 30 cigarmak-
ers, and 30 peasants. The following table shows the findings
in these cases:
No. of
No. Visited Single Married Children
Instructors 30 16 14 15
Cigarmakers 30 5 25 111
Peasants 30 2 28 159
Without any doubt there is needed a great change be
fore Porto Rico can make any headway economically
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SEX RATIO OF THE POPULATION
The ratio of males to females in Porto Rico in 1910
and 1920 has been exactly the same in both years i.e. 99.4 to
100. There is a larger number of males among the people twen-
ty years of age and younger; but this difference is counter-
balanced by the larger number of females in ages from 20 on.
This undoubtedly results in a higher median age for females
than for that of males.
In the towns the lowest ratio is that of the mulatto,
77.3 in both years, though it is the largest ratio in the coun-
try districts 108.6 in 1910 and 108.4 in 1920. Evidently this
is due to a large number of male mulattoes going into the coun-
try districts from the towns. This would seem to explain the
low ratio in the town and the high ratio in the rural districts.
The black population seems to be the most equally
divided between the sexes, 100.1 in 1910 and 99.7 in 1920.
The white males are in the ratio of exactly 83.1 in
both years in the towns, and of 103.5 in 1910 and 104.4 in 1920
in the rural districts. This is covered by the same explan-
ation as that applying to the mulattoes. Either the males go
to the country to work, or else a large number of girls from
the country keep coming to the towns to get employment in the
urban centers, or both movements of population are taking
place at once.
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ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Previous to the year 1815, the economic condition of
the island had been one of stagnation. Since commerce could
be held only with Spanish ports, and Spanish boats coming to
the island were so few, Porto Ricans raised the few products
for their own consumption, and occasionally exchanged a few
head of cattle or hardwood trees for such things as cloth or
machetes when the occasion presented itself#
The description of the jibaros presented by Flinter,
pages 76 and 77, gives a very clear idea of- the economic cond-
itions of the peasant class of Porto Rico at that time. "The
jibaros, a name which is applied to those white people who re-
side in the country, are very civil in their manners
They swing -themselves to and fro in their hammocks all day long,
smoking cigars and strumming their guitars. The plaintain
grove, which surrounds their houses, and the coffee trees which
grow almost without cultivation, afford them a frugal subsis-
tence. If v/ith these they have a cow and a horse, they consid-
er themselves rich and happy The houses, or rather
cabins, of the poor jibaros are built on posts, which are ab-
solutely necessary to preserve them from the humidity of the
earth; but they are raised only two or three feet from the
ground. In place of boards, the floor is made of the large
bamboo, or the palm tree cut like boards. They bend beneath
the feet, and between the insterstices everything below is dis-
cernible. They are divided into two apartments by a partition,
of reeds, the room in which the family sits by day and in which
visitors both expected and unexpected are entertained kindly.
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and the sleeping room* The father, mother and children, male
and female, of all ages, sleep promiscuously huddled together
on a large platform of boards which is the only bed they gen-
erally possess A few calabash shells and
earthen pots, one or two hammocks made of the bark of the palm
tree, two or three game cocks, and a machete are the extent of
their movable property. A few coffee plants and plaintain
trees, a cow and a horse, an acre of land in corn and sweet
potatoes, constitutes the property of what would be denomin-
ated a comfortable jibaro, who, mounted on his emaciated horse,
dressed with a broad-brimmed straw hat, cotton jacket, clean
shirt and check pantaloons, salies forth from his cabin to
mass, to a cock fight or to a dance, thinking, himself the most
independent and happy being in existence*”
With this sort of person making up 86^ of the inhab-
itants of the island, the insular finances were found in an ex-
tremely sad plight, especially after the yearly allowance from
Mexico stopped in 1810.
"Agriculture was in its infancy, commerce was limit-
ed to the meager amount with Spain and a very little with is-
lands belonging to foreign nations, the latter being carried
on mainly by smugglers; there were no industries in the island.
Therefore, it was not possible, under these circumstances, to
collect for government services more than about one eighth of
actual expenses." (1)
By the royal order of 1815, the entrance of foreign-
ers was allowed, commerce with Spain was declared, free, and
(1) Memoria de Puerto Rico - c6rdoba - Page 81.
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with foreign countries in Spanish "boats it was allowed with a
small duty; direct commerce with the United States and foreign
countries of Europe was authorized for one year and with the
other colonies of America for six months. (1)
Foreigners began to establish themselves in the is-
land with their capital and slaves, and agriculture and com-
merce started in their upward trend.
In the year 1765 the total exportations of Porto
Rico amounted to 117,376 pesos (dollars). (2) The table below
will show the enormous progress made after 1815. (3)
Year Property Assessment Production
1816- 2,057,932 Pesos
1820---- - ------ 3,060,040 "
1824- 12,736,719 2,582,337 "
1827- 33,558,648 3,529,663 "
1832— — 34,172,609 5,244,063 "
1833 6,702,012 "
The exports of Porto Rico in 1828 were valued at 2,
590,726 pesos, and in 1834 at 4,682,785 pesos. Sugar factories
sprang up everywhere on the coast, and the use of the then up
to date machinery was widespread. Coffee took second place,
cotton third and tobacco fourth. Added to this, the raising
of cattle continued with all vigor, and food products were very
abundant, including fowls of all kinds and hogs and cattle.
The island at this time could indeed be called Puerto Rico( Rich
Port)
.
This progress continued for a good many years. In
1864-65 the assessed valuation of property for the island was
(1) Memoria de Puerto Rico - Cdrdoba - Page 87
(2) Historia de Puerto Rico - Abad - Page 320
( 3) Memoria de Puerto Rico - Cdrd.oba- Page 91
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$ 62,986,991.76 and the production $ 10,296,179.47. (1)
An old man visited in a coast town described life in
the country at the time in the following words; "Father had a
250 acre farm. He had some agregados (tenants) and a few peons
also came to work when needed. The men had coffee with milk
at my father’s house, when they came in the morning. At noon
they came for lunch. If they wanted to stay for dinner they
might do so, but whether they stayed or not, they could take
home as many plaintains, bananas, yautlas and sweet potatoes
as they could carry in a bag. Wages for the common laborer
were 25 cents per day in cash. The laborers could live in one
of the huts built by my father for his workers. Usually these
huts were surrounded by a piece of land where the worker could
plant his own foodstuffs when there was no work to be done on
the farm.
"Workers generally had one or more cows and a horse,
together with pigs and chickens. Frequently someone killed a
hog and sent four or five pounds of meat to each of his neigh-
bors, it being understood that they would return the favor
when their turn for killing came. The cash that the workers
received was enough to satisfy their needs for clothes and
other expenses, and the animals raised provided the extra money
for the fiestas or other extraordinary expenses. Peons worked
twelve hours per day and for six days in the week. They could
have a good time on Sunday and they usually did so by means of
dancing and cock fights".
(1) Historia de Puerto Rico - Abad - page 395,
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Speaking of conditions in 1881 when he had a farm
of his own, he said that things had not changed very much. A
little later wages went up to 40 and 50 cents, Mexican money,
which was then the current money. Still, however, owners con-
tinued giving one or two meals a day to workers, as well as
enough other products for the family and the pigs and chick-
ens.
By the year 1898, land in the coastal plain had be-
come too valuable in order to have a part planted in minor
crops for the benefit of the workers. So the practice of giv-
ing the workers food products in addition to their daily wages
had been discontinued in this region, although it still remain-
ed the habit in the coffee region. Even at this time there was
a large surplus of labor. Small farmers had the same standard
of living as the peon. They had of necessity to buy from the
big grocery store in town. The store owner would wait for pay-
ment until the coffee crop was gathered, but the farmers had to
pay high rates of interest for this consideration. If the crop
was good, they might have a surplus of one or two hundred dol-
lars, with which to buy clothes for all the family, an extra
horse, or perhaps an additional fighting cock, the latter to
be the envy of everybody. If, however, the crop was poor, the
account with the storekeeper could not be paid and the interest
on the bill would increase it to enormous proportions. It
would then take years and years of extremely hard labor to pay
the old accounts.
Instead of having to sleep on the wooden platforms,
the small farmer very likely had some home made cots. They
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also wore shoes and would have the house furnished with a
chair or two for the sitting room. This was all, hov/ever, as
they still had the unpainted wooden houses and smoky kitchens.
There was no such luxury as a toilet, and the pigs walked back
and forth through the house constantly.
The big farmer of say one thousand acres or over 'was
a small feudal lord. He had his agregados and peons to wait on
him at all hours, their small houses surrounding his large man-
sion. On his saint’s day, and on that of his wife’s, a holiday
for everybody was declared, and it was spent in feasting on
roast pig and sweetmeats, and in dancing and rejoicing general-
ly. But under all this more or less brilliant surface, there
was a great deal of poverty. The farmer did not have work for
all hands at all times. There were months of scarcity when the
people suffered many deprivations. There T/ere more workers
than were needed to cultivate the farms, and since there was
an even greater abundance of laborers in the towns, it was use-
less to emigrate toward the urban centers. A boy fifteen or
eighteen years old could be hired by the farmer for four dol-
lars per month to perform such duties as going to the town
whenever necessary, getting water and wood for the house every
day, milking one or two cows in the morning and afternoon, and
a number of similar things to keep him busy all day long. In
the town the same kind of work would demand even a smaller sal-
ary. The best cook of a small town made four dollars per
month and was looked up to by the others as sort of a superior
person. The average cook or servant received only from $1.50
to $2.50 per month. If Porto Rico’s population had continued
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to grow as before 1898, without a corresponding increase in pro-
duction, there would have been a great deal of poverty, disease
and starvation.
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 1898 to 1929
Fortunately economic conditions began to improve
greatly. There was such a great improvement in the efficiency
of production that the progress of Porto Rico in this field is
one of the wonders of America. When one of the Porto Ricans
visits a Central American Republic, and begins to quote figures
to show the magnitude of Porto Rican commerce, his remarks are
received with great amazement and incredulity. How can Costa
Rica with a total import and export trade of fifty- six million
dollars, or San Salvador with a total like trade of ten and a
half million dollars, believe that little Porto Rico could
have a total import and export trade for the same year of one
hundred ninety-six million dollars? There is only one answer
to this enormous increase in Porto Rican commerce, and that is
the introduction of capital from the United States. This cap-
ital has been used entirely in the cultivation of sugar cane,
tobacco and fruit, and in these three products the most up to
date scientific methods have been developed. Unfortunately the
same cannot be said of the raising of coffee and minor crops.
On the contrary, the production in these two items is very low.
Whereas Colombia averages 810 pounds of coffee to the acre, the
average in Porto Rico is not much over 200 pounds, and her pro-
duction in beans, rice, corn and potatoes is only about half as
much per acre as that of the United States. Not only has she
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greatly increased the acreage cultivated from 428,190 acres in
1899 to 547,532 acres in 1927, but she has greatly increased
the production per acre in some of the principal products. An
example of this is sugar cane:
Sugar
1ES7 — 1927
Number of Acr©3 61,498 l6i, 378
Pounds per Acre 205.22 709.58
For these reasons, notwithstanding the enormous growth in pop-
ulation, the economic situation in general is not worse than
thirty years ago when the population was only 70 percent as
large; but this condition cannot last long and unless the pop-
ulation is kept at a standstill Porto Rico will be heading
straight for disaster. The first symptoms are seen in the use-
less struggle to lower the birth and death rates, and in the
increasing number of children who cannot be admitted to the
schools.
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WAGES IN RURAL DISTRICTS OP PORTO RICO
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The following table will give a better idea as to the
real wages of the country workers:
SOURCE YEAR REGION
CASH
WAGES
NUMBER
OF
MEALS
GIVEN A
PIECE
OF
GROUND
HOURS
OF
WORK
Old Farmers
Rio Grande 1856
Minor
Crops 25 ct 3 2 Yes 12
Old Farmers
Rio Grande
1875 Sugar 50-60” 2 Yes »
_
Old Farmers
Mayague
z
1893 Coffee50-60” 1 Yes 12
Old Farmers
Rio Grande
1898 Coffee 50-60” 1 Yes 12
Old Farmers
Utuado
1898 Coffee 50 ct 3 . 1 Yes 12
Old Farmers
U tuado ( one
1898
1) .
Coffee
30-40" 1 Yes 12
Old Farmers
Rio Grande 1902 Sugar
60-70” None No 12
Old Farmers
Rio Grande
1902
Sugar
50-70” None No 12
Bureau of Labor 1901 Sugar 30-1*20 ? ? ?
Bureau of Labor 1901 Coffee 30-60ctp ? ? ?
Bureau of Labor 1901 Tobaccc 60-1.00 ? ? ?
Bureau of Laboh 1901
Fruits 40cts • ? 9 ?
Bureau of Labo r 1912
Sugar
66 ” ? 9 ?
Bureau of Labor 1912 Coffee 40 ” ? ? ?
Bureau of Labor 1912 Tobaccc 56 ” ? 9 ?
Bureau of Labor 1912 Fruits 60 ” ? ? ?
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There was a general rise in wages in the years from 1916 to
1921 due to the following causes:
1. The rise of the general price level
2* The rise of the price of sugar to heights never be-
fore heard of.
3. The scarcity of labor because of the many hands de-
manded by the war activities.
In the sugar cane regions, wages rose during the cane cutting
season to $2.00 and $2.50 per day, and this rise was also re-
flected in the coffee region where the wages for picking coffee
i
rose to a peak of 50^ over former prices. After the great col-
lapse of 1921 wages came down again to 75 cents or one dollar
in the sugar cane regions and from 50 cents to 75 cents in the
tobacco, coffee and fruit regions.
Of course wage levels such as these quoted do not tell
the whole story by any means. We must remember that after the
crop has been harvested in the tobacco, sugar cane and coffee
regions, only about one half as many workers are required. Con-
sequently the farmers are only able to give their workers half
a days work every day, or three whole days per week, thus low-
ering considerably the yearly wages made by the workers.
For a general average let us multiply the general
daily wages by about three hundred working days, and then mul-
tiply the results by three fourths. This will give us a figure
representing the yearly wages of the workers. For example, on
the coffee farms, where wages are about 60 cents per day, the
yearly wages are probably not over $ 135.00 for the average
worker; on sugar plantations not over $ 168.75; and in the to-
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bacco region just about the same as on the coffee farms. We
must also take into consideration the fact that houses are gen-
erally provided for workers, these houses averaging about $ 3.00
per month. This would mean quite an increase in the real wages
of the workers.
The table as shown below will give more approximate
figures for the real wages of the country workers:
Money House Medical Ground
Wages Free Attendance for
Crops
Total
Sugar Cane— $ 168,75 $ 3.00 if 2,00 $ 173,75
Coffee 135.00 3.00 - $ 1.00 139.00
Tobacco--- 135.00 3.00 - 1.00 139.00
Fruits -
—
168.75 3.00 - 1.00 172.75
There are still further considerations to take into
account. In the coffee regions
,
during the picking season.
workers are able to employ their wives and children so that
the income of the family may reach from $ 2.00 to $ 3.00 per
day. The same thing may be said of the tobacco regions, where
during the picking season, the women members of the household
may be employed in sewing the tobacco leaves on the sticks
which are to hang in the tobacco sheds.
In some of the fruit regions, women are employed in
packing the fruits for shipping. In the sugar cane regions,
though women do not have these opportunities, there are more
chances for the men to get other positions than that of the
common laborer. Many of the people can get better paying pos-
itions in the factory as carpenters, mechanics, general help-
ers etc. There are also openings as clerks in the 3tores, as
workers on the railroad and in looking after the oxen etc.
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In general we may say that the several types of agr-
iculture offer similar opportunities and that differences in
money wages are counterbalanced by other advantages which
count for real wages. Another item that must be taken into
consideration in determining the real wages is the price levels
in the different regions.
The table listed on the next page will give an idea
as to this.
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PRICE OP MOST COMMON GOODS BOUGHT BY
- COUNTRY WORKERS
Goods
1
Town Barrio
!
/ Z
i
J\ 4
-A
6 7
Lh
1
* f!A? // mb
—
1
—
i 1
Inferior Rice Barrangui t asHondur-
as s JT o J
Rice(Cani tta) Utuado ^ ^ (2)Mameyes
/ ry \
6 7 fJ7 6 7 (o S 4 m
—
i
—
9fJ
.1
’Sts
p
”“|
Beans(Rosados) ( 3)Utuado CaonW-
las Jo IZ /
0
/0 /z Jo to to JO JO /o/o/m
3eans(Lindberg'>Cidra (4) Rinc6k4
Jo 3
Cod Fish Ponce ^ Tibes^
-
/*/ J*f ISJtj-JT- "M-J4
p(
T 7 (Codinferior, pi3h) Isabeta
^ Arena ti-
es
-
Jo JZ 9
Brown Sugar Fajardo v ' euFactory
Store
4> z 7 G> (o s.s S
S.
5 (ff s\(.
£$ Gs• 6
Soda Crackers A (8)Bayamon Hato
Tejas 4/
*
/
i
*/
>
X
*
v
X
/
Dried Beef Toa Baja ( ®
)
Candet-
aria %o Zc
Salt Pork „ .(10)Mayaguez GilaAl^
ca Sto.
1
/*Zo*v /Uo K> J
b
Jt» 16 /bJUJto
1 1
i
|
mz
LI
Coffee (11)Ponce Guarl-"
5*
guao
r
4o 36 >36 4-0363*Jo 9
0
Lard Rincdn TowA
i5d
lo?4- Zo /7 JS7<? h JO h itm*
Soap Ponce ( San fat
ricio y 10 f 9 7 f 7 7 7 f
Corned Meat Cayey ^ 14 tainc&n
)
4 3SJP3 4 4 4 4 <* 4 s•S3
Potatoes ,
(15Juana Diaz U'15 )3 n • *S3 J* +3 43 4 3
Ham
(16
Adjuntas ^Guayo i 403o
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—
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Salt Aguadilli 17 ^Camag-
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As a general rule, prices are highest on the coffee
farms which are found in the mountains where the cost of trans-
portation by horses or mules is so much higher. Next in line
are the tobacco farm regions, some of which are found in moun-
tainous districts far distant from the towns and the highways.
In the fruit and sugar cane districts prices are lowest. Still
further we must take into consideration that workers on tobacco
farms frequently make arrangements with the owners of the farms
to work on shares. The owner of the farm gives them the land
and the animals to plow it; also the seeds and one half of the
fertilizer and insect poison, and advances them the necessary
money to pay for the work. Then the tobacco raised is divided
between the owner and the workers. This arrangement may yield
the worker two or three hundred dollars extra during the year,
or it may make him the debtor of the owner for a similar amount
which he pays slowly out of his daily wages. Some of the small
farmers in the tobacco regions have acquired their farms with
the money that they have cleared through such an arrangement.
After this survey of conditions it is hard to state
what kind of workers are in the best condition financially.
The workers on the coffee farms seem to have the greatest
steadiness of work and security; those on the sugar plantations
the most social advantages, and the tobacco workers the great-
est opportunities of becoming small farmers themselves.
THE MOBILITY OF LABOR
There is a great deal of seasonal employment in Porto
Rico and as a result considerable mobility of labor. The busy
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season of the tobacco and sugar cane plantations lasts for
about six months and that of the coffee farms for about three
months. Coffee workers go to the sugar and tobacco regions
and tobacco workers go to the sugar cane regions after the busy
season of their own line is over. Tobacco and sugar cane work-
ers also go to the poffee regions to work during the picking
season. But there are obstacles that stand in the way of
greater mobility* Many of the cane regions are full of malar-
ia and the coffee workers catch the fever very easily. Salaries
are not large enough to support themselves on the plantation
. where they work and at the same time to take care of their fam-
ilies. Workers from a certain region do not find work in anoth-
er even if they are willing to ri3k the above obstacles.
In company with two of my accounting students, I
visited a large sugar cane plantation in Juana Diaz, where
workers from coffee regions had come to find employment. They
were ragged and dirty and half starved. They earned $ 5.50 a
week if they were able to work every day. Out of this salary
$ 2.50 went for board and about $5 1.00 for other expenses.
They were provided with sleeping quarters in an old dilapidated
house, where they could hang their hammocks and sleep. Some of
them went home on Saturday evening or on Sunday to take the
balance of their money to their families. Others, who lived
farther away, went home every two weeks. Workers who go from
the tobacco and sugar cane regions to the coffee farms to work
are much better off, because they can take their families with
them without increasing the danger of illness, and since work
is given to their women and older children they are able to
make comparatively high wages.
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GENERAL SURVEY OF A TYPICAL PORTO RICAN FARM
One weekend, during the fall of 1929, I was invited
to the home of my best accounting student to study the farm of
his father. I was delighted with the opportunity of securing
some material for my thesis and I am including the results of
my investigation herewith.
LOCATION:
The farm is located about six kilometers from the
city of Mayaguez on the road to the town of Maricao. On the
left side of the road one can readily see a large gate with an
almost equally large sign which reads "Finca La Esperanza.”
OWNERS:
It was originally the property of a Spaniard, who
sold it to a partnership when he sailed for Spain in the year
1922. This partnership is named Mari and Laracuente each of
whom owns a half interest therein.
DIMENSIONS:
The original estate comprised three hundred acres,
the greater part of which was devoted to the raising of sugar
cane and coffee. Today the farm is composed of four hundred
and fifty acres, and most of it is devoted to a large coffee
plantation. The last one hundred and fifty acres were obtained
by the purchase of another small farm located on the north side
of the Esperanza. This small farm was wholly devoted to that of
a coffee plantation and one of the best in quality, namely, Car-
acolillo. Laracuente and Mari saw the great possibilities of
this farm near them and paid the sum of $ 12,000.00 for it. The
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purchase of this second farm added greatly to the value of the
original estate, because coffee has risen in value so much in
the last few years. Both of these farms have houses for the
accommodation of the laborers, who depend upon the farm for
their living. These houses are given to the laborers free of
charge. Of course their value is deducted from the wage scale
given to the laborers, but it does not amount to a great deal.
PRODUCTS OF THE FARM :
The previous owner of "La Esperanza" was very much
interested in the cultivation of sugar cane because it yielded
greater profits. This was during the World War when the price
of sugar cane had risen to the top price of $ 30.00 per hund-
redweight. For this reason the greater part of the estate was
under sugar cane cultivation. The sugar cane output was of an
average of forty tons per acre, taking into consideration both
tracts of land which were cultivated for the first time and those
which had two or more cultivations. With the sudden drop of the
price of sugar cane, the owner was faced with a very difficult
situation. For this reason, he decided to sail for Spain and
sold the farm to the present owners. I think it best here, for
a better understanding of the circumstances which have deter-
mined the improvements in the farm, to state that Mr. Mari is
a graduate of the Agricultural College of the University of
Porto Rico. This fact has qualified him to direct the cultiva-
tion of the farm.
Because of the great drop in the price of sugar cane
from thirty dollars per hundredweight to four dollars, the part-
ners began to give more attention to the cultivation of coffee,
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At the beginning only two hundred acres were under coffee cul-
tivation, The balance of two hundred and fifty acres was used
for sugar cane cultivation. These, I should say, were the most
important products of the farm, and perhaps the only ones of
any consideration. It is true that some bananas, oranges and
minor fruits were grown but they yielded with very little care.
The production of these fruits was so small that it was all
used for home consumption.
Mr. Mari proved to be a very shrewd and active man.
He began to plant coffee trees where sugar cane had grown for
many years. In a period of about two years, the sugar cane
acreage had decreased to almost twenty- five acres, while on the
other hand, the coffee acreage had increased from two hundred
acres to three hundred and seventy- five acres. Thus the farm
was divided as follows:
25 acres of sugar cane
375 acres for coffee cultivation
17 acres devoted to the cultivation of grass for the
feeding of the horses and the mules
33 acres devoted to the cultivation of vegetables and
fruits
COFFEE ACREAGE?
As previously mentioned, the coffee acreage now under
cultivation is three hundred and seventy- five acres, most of
which is of the best quality namely CARACOLILLO. The old trees
have been cut down and new ones planted. Thus most of the
present acreage is made up of new trees. This means that the
coffee production has increased far more than fifty percent.
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We also find extensive plantations of bananas mixed with the
coffee plantations. These banana plants, together with the
orange fruits, are planted to give shade to the coffee trees.
At present the output of bananas and oranges is so great that
the farm can supply the local market at Mayaguez, and the bal-
ance of the production can* be sent to San Juan the capital
of Porto Rico. The greater part of the coffee production is
sent to the United States and to Spain, where Porto Rican cof-
fee finds a very good market. The coffee production for 1928,
which was one of the worst experienced on the farm, was forty
thousand pounds. This amount was sold at twenty and one quart-
er cents per pound.
SUGAR CANE ACREAGE;
The sugar cane acreage has been reduced to twenty-
five acres, which are totally planted with "Reyada"
,
a specie
of sugar cane that produces a very sweet juice. This sugar
cane is not sold to the sugar centrals. It is made into mol-
asses at home, and the molasses is sold to the local market at
Mayaguez.
VEGETABLE ACREAGE:
The vegetable cultivation acreage is thirty- three
acres divided among tomatoes, lettuce, cabbages, beets, beans
etc. This section of the farm is the one that needs the great-
est care and the largest expenses are incurred here, i. e. in
relation to its size. The produce from this section is partly
sold at the farm to vegetable dealers called "Revbndones"
,
who
come to the same farm every afternoon. The balance is sold to
the local market. The farm keeps a place at the local market
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where it disposes of the oranges, bananas and the vegetables
not sold to the local dealers. The farm establishes no comp-
etition with the dealers that buy from it. The prices quoted
by the dealers at the market place are those that the farm
store quotes to the prospective buyers. The local dealers are
financed by the farm. They buy on weekly credit terms.
EQUIPMENT OF THE FARM:
The general equipment of the farm is composed of the
following:
Two big residences, equipped with allmodern conven-
iences, such as water system, sanitary service, del-
co light etc.
Forty- two small houses for the laborers (peones)
.
One residence for the " Mayor doma" a sort of boss.
One big room for the storage of coffee.
Three machines for taking out the pulp of the coffee
for purposes of classification.
One small sugar mill called " trapiche” where the
sugar cane is ground into molasses.
Four auto trucks and two automobiles.
Twenty-seven mules and nine horses. (The number of
horses and mules is now decreasing because their
work is now performed by the trucks and the machines}
LABOR FORCE:
The labor force is composed of men women and chil-
dren who live on the same farm. There is approximately sixty-
four in number including the three sexes. The men work in the
tilling of the ground and in the cultivation of the coffee.
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The women and children work at the time of harvesting the cof-
fee in the capacity of the picking of the coffee grains. I
have not included in this total the men who drive the cars and
trucks, or those who work on the machines or at special work.
The total previously mentioned is the constant labor force of
the farm.
TRANSPORTATION ;
Up to the year 1917 there was no good road leading to
the farm. The only means of communication was a muddy road over
which ox cars and mules could tread. The cost of transportation
was exceedingly high, ranging from forty to fifty cents per
hundredweight, regardless of distance and also having special
rates for articles of great volume. Even passengers had to
face the inconveniences of the road. They used mules and hors-
es and were also compelled, to travel on the ox cars. Ey the
year 1919, the road was improved by the government, so at the
present time the road to the farm is one of the best on the
whole island. Where one would formerly see long caravans of
mules and horses, one may now see a big procession of trucks
and autos, and once in a while trains of mules and horses are
seen on the road, loaded with bags of coffee and bound from the
country to the town. The cost of transportation of the farm
products to the town was formerly very expensive. This fact
accounts for the lack of cultivation of the minor crops. There
was the necessity of keeping about sixty horses and mules to do
the work. Now four trucks can do the work at about one sixth
of the former cost of tranexportation. At present the cost of
transportation from town to the farm and vice versa is two and
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one quarter cents per hundredweight. Under the conditions that
prevail at present, fresh eggs and vegetables are brought to
the town every day, and the news of the civilized world reach-
es the farm with marvelous rapidity. Time and money are now
saved with the new transportation facilities and with the im-
provements in the roads. The passenger fare from the farm to
the town is twenty- five cents, whereas in 1918 it was two dol-
lars and fifty cents, and even then uncertain. These modern
transportation facilities have had another good influence upon
the farm. There is now a continuous flow of workmen who come
to the farm, thus increasing the supply of laborers, and con-
sequently reducing the cost of cultivation. Due to this fact,
the farm can now pay lower wages, thus saving part of the in-
come that formerly was paid to the laborers. There is talk of
a railroad being built which will pass close to the farm. If
this event occurs, the economic situation of the "Esperanza"
will be even better than at the present time.
PAYROLL
:
The weekly payroll during the time of the harvest,
is made up of mens’, womens’, -and childrens’ wages. The pay-
roll during the rest of the year is made up mostly of mens’
wages. The amount of the weekly payroll is $ 86.50, which con-
sists of the amounts paid to the men who have steady work dur-
ing the year and to five women and five children. But at the
time of the harvest, the wages of the men are raised 50^, due
to the fact that they don’ t work by the day but on piece work.
They are paid 20 cents for each bushel of coffee picked. Many
of these laborers pick an average of five bushels of coffee per
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day. The remainder of the labor force is made up of women and
children who also get paid on the number of bushels of coffee
they pick. In picking the coffee they get the same rates as
the men i.e. 20 cents per bushel. The average number of bush-
els picked by women and children is three. When the harvest-
ing season is over, the women and children work in the veget-
able fields. There they get paid at the rate of 25 cent's per
day for children and 40 cents per day for women. The men work
for the rest of the year in the coffee fields, in the sugar
fields and in the sugar mill. Besides the regular wages paid
to the laborers, they receive a share of the bananas, oranges
and even vegetables every day. They are also permitted to
plant small gardens for themselves from which they get most of
their food. They are also given credit by order of the owners,
to get the amount cf 25 cents per day, with which they can buy
such articles as codfish, lard, cigars, matches, candles etc.,
in a general store owned by Juan Rosas about two kilometers
from the farm. The owners were planning the establishment of
a general store themselves at the time of my visit. The farm
pays every week for the articles which the laborers get at the
store, and the laborers have the amount taken out of their pay
when their wages are due. They pay a certain amount of these
wages every week towards the bill. The men work nine hours per
day and the women and childnen seven hours, when on the d.aily
basis. However, there is no limit to the time which they work
when they are on a piece work basis. On the next page I shall
show the schedule of salaries for the different employees of
the farm
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SCHEDULE OF SALARIES:
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Men (daily wage 50 to 60 cents
Women ( " " - 40 to 50 n
Children ( " ” - 25 to 35 "
Chauffeurs (Weekly Salary) — --- --- $ 10,00
Foremen ( " " ) —— $ 12.00
Men at the sugar mill
(daily wage) $ 1.25 to 1.50
Note: There is no need of having mechan-
ics for taking care of the machines,
nor to repair the automobiles. Mr.
Mari is a very fine mechanic and
looks out for all such matters.
This is quite a saving to the part-
nership.
FINANCING:
The farm was originally purchased on money borrowed
from a coffee firm at M&yaguez, on the sole condition that all
coffee harvested was to be sold to them for the period in which
the farm was indebted to them. Besides this provision the own-
er had to pay interest at the rate of Q% for five years. Five
years was the life of the loan. This placed the original own-
er in a very unfavorable position, because he had to sell his
coffee to the firm no matter what price he could have obtained
for it in any other place or from any other buyer. However,
the firm had a good many crops and before the time of the loan
had expired, the owner had paid up the debt and was enjoying
an independent position. When the partnership of Mari and Lar-
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acuente purchased the farm, they paid the sum of $ 50,000.00
for it. They paid this $10,000.00 in cash and took a 4% five
year mortgage for the remainder. This amount has been paid
and the firm is showing a very good yearly income. There is
an average net profit of $ 3000.00 to $ 4,000.00 per year. I
say average profit because there have been certain years when
the coffee crop has been almost totally lost. The crops of
1925 and 1927 were nearly destroyed. The other smaller farm
of one hundred and fifty acres was bought with money borrowed
by Mr. Laracuente from his brother who charged no interest.
LABOR PROBLEMS:
It is obvious that the laborers, upon completion of
the harvest, should be faced with hard times. However, in this
partnership, things are quite different. They are financed by
the farm during the rest of the year, and when the harvesting
time comes again, they pay a certain amount of their wages
every week to meet their debts. Moreover, they are allowed to
cultivate a plot of land which yields sufficient food for the
rest of the year.
CHANNEL OF DISTRIBUTION OF COFFEE:
As coffee represents the most important product of
the farm, I shall trace the channel of its distribution. I
shall first begin by tracing the product from its very begin-
ning, that is, from the process of gathering to that of storage.
1. The product is picked from the trees and brought
to the barn on horseback or in small cars. It is placed in
this barn together with all the other coffee gathered during
the day
.
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2. The next day this amount is taken to a machine,
where the soft pulp is removed. This leaves the barn empty
for the new days amount. (Every day the amount of coffee gath-
ered the day before is treated in the same manner, as above
mentioned, in order to keep the product from being spoiled.
If left in the barn longer, it gets wet and thereby reduces
the flavor of the coffee and loses the quality of the grain.)
The coffee is placed in the sunshine to dry for nine days,
after which it is taken to a second machine where the second
and harder pulp is removed, leaving the grain in a white like
color. Sometimes the farmer sells part of this coffee to re-
tailers without being classified..
3. After it has gone through this machine, it is
classified in another machine into first, second and sometimes
even into third class.
4. It is then placed in sacks and taken to town in
trucks, cars, on mules, and in a few cases by rail,
5. In the town the coffee is either sold to a whole-
saler, or is kept in the store by the same farmer. It depends
entirely upon the means the farmer has.
6. Hence it is stored either by the wholesaler or
by the farmer himself. Part of the coffee is sold to the
local retailers and the other part is shipped to the United
States and Spain. ( Spain and the rest of Europe offer a very
good market for Porto Rican coffee, due to the fact that it is
of high quality and shipped under an attractive name.) If the
product is sold to a wholesaler in the United States, he has to
pay storage and insurance charges.
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7. The quantity exported is shipped hy steamers to
the points of distribution* It is either sold to wholesalers
or sent to the coffee brokers, who sell it on a commission
basis. When the product is shipped it is insured(marine ins-
urance). If it is sold to the wholesalers, it is paid through
drafts through the Porto Rican banks. The same applies to the
brokers. They deduct their commissions and return the net pro-
ceeds to the Porto Rican wholesalers.
8. Once in the hands of the broker, the latter goes
around with samples to the wholesalers and even to the retail-
ers and offers them the product. In case the coffee is in the
hands of the wholesalers, they have their salesmen who take the
samples to the retailers. Sometimes the broker or the whole-
saler sells the coffee to another wholesaler.
9. When finally the product reaches the retailer by
medium of trains, trucks or steamers, he displays it in his
store to which the customers come and buy the coffee. Some-
times the same retailer toasts and even grinds the coffee and
sells it already for consumption. Otherwise the coffee is sold
to special firms whose business it is to sell coffee toasted
and ground.
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PUBLIC MARKETS:
Every single town in the island has its public market.
San Juan, the capital, has three markets, while the other towns
have only one market of this kind. A market may be defined as
a definite place where sellers and buyers meet and effect
their transactions for cash or credit. In the public markets
of Porto Rico all transactions are done on a cash basis, and
no delivery is made by the seller. The town markets consist
of a building usually built of concrete. In the inside there
are benches and rows of stalls where the vegetable products
and other minor crops are displayed for sale. The customer
passes by these stalls and buys on a cash basis. Market
price is the price at which the sellers will accept to sell
and purchasers agree to buy. The buildings in which the mar-
ket is located and also the stalls belong to the city. The
city rents the stalls at prices that will bring reasonable
profit on the investment or present value. The city gives to
the stall renter every reasonable facility in buying, preser-
ving and selling of their produce.
The advantages of a well managed community market,
both for the consumer and producer are as follows:
Producers’ advantages are as follows:
1. All transactions at the farmers’ market are for
cash, therefore there are no losses from bad debts.
2. The farmer gets a better price for his produce.
3. Dealing directly with the consumer, the farmer
knows what products the market demands, qualities, varieties etc.
4. He can sell in small quantities things which the
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wholesaler does not care to handle.
5. The community market offers a means for the dis-
posal of perishable goods which must be marketed promptly.
6. The farmer has the satisfaction of handling his
own products. He likewise gets the business training.
7. The knowledge that the market is assured encour-
ages the farmer to produce as much as possible.
The advantages of the consumer are as follows:
1. The prices are lower than those asked by seller
when the product reaches him through retail channels.
2. Products are of better quality and a fresher var-
iety at market than when they go through retail routine.
3. Products are offered in a greater variety at com-
munity markets than at retail stores.
4* A great opportunity is presented to him in plac-
ing orders directly with the producer.
5. On account of official inspection and supervision
the consumer has no difficulty with reference to weights and
measurements.
THE RIO PIEDRAS MARKET:
To give an idea of one of these markets of Porto
Rico, I investigated the one in Rio Piedras, the community in
which the University of Porto Rico is situated. This market
is rented to a man named Julio Machuca. I went to his house
and asked him for information concerning the market. He has
rented the Plaza del Mercado for $> 8,000.00 per year, which he
pays to the municipal government. This amounts to $ 666.66 per
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month or $ 22, 22 per day. He charges each person who sells
there at the rate of twenty-five cents per day. The stalls
which have covers rent for fifty cents per day. There are
twenty-five of these places renting for fifty cents per day,
this bringing in a total of $ 12.50 per day. There are seventy-
five other places that pay only twenty- five cents per day mak-
ing a total for the latter of $ 18.75 per day. Thus for the
entire one hundred places the income is $> 31.25 daily or a net
profit to the owner of $ 9.03 per day. This gentleman told me
that five thousand families in Rio Piedras purchased goods in
the market daily. On inquiry I estimated that the five thou-
sand families spent about twenty-five cents daily in the mark-
et. I multiplied the number of families by the average amount
spent by them daily which gave me a sum of $ 1250.00 as the
amount of money spent daily in the market. Dividing this by
the total number of stalls (100) I find that every stand sells
about $12.50 daily. Persons engaged in selling make a gross
profit of 50$, but they have to deduct about 10$ for loss on
perishable fruits and vegetables.
Most of these vegetables and other goods for the mar-
ket are brought in from the rural sections by the poor jibaros.
They arise early in the morning in order to bring the produce
to market. Sometimes they do not reach their destination un-
til after 12 o’clock noon. It is quite pitiful to watch this
class of people come in tired, dirty and ragged. They all
seem emaciated and very much under nourished. It seems more
pitiful to realize that they receive but a small pittance for
their seemingly terrible laborious work.
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COOPERATION AMONG 'THE FARMERS
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To determine the degree of cooperation among the
small farmers of Porto Rico, a student was instructed to spend
a night in the market of Rio Piedras, and through questioning
the people who brought goods to sell to find out what degree
of cooperation there exists. The table showing the results of
his findings is shown on the next page.
With the exception of goods that were brought from
places so far away that it would have been impossible to bring
them on horse back or on foot, we find no cooperation at all.
We see six people coming from the 3ame barrio in Carolina, and
wasting their whole night and part of the next day, in order to
bring to town goods priced altogether at $ 43.75. Surely one
or two men could have come with the goods and saved the work
of the other four. Most of these people could have sold their
goods directly to customers, and yet they sold them to middle-
men, who in some cases, made 100 percent profit on their sales.
The three hundred avocados mentioned in this report as sold to
a peddler for $ 7.50, were sold by the latter at five cents
each giving him $ 15.00 or a profit of $ 7.50.
It is very pitiful to see the poor jibaros walking
to town for a number of hours at night, in order to sell goods
for about one or two dollars, and followed by other jibaros
with similar loads, when one of them could take the whole lot
and sell them in the market. If we condense the table on page
59 we get results shown on Page 60.
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TIME
OF
ARRIVAL
BARRIO
AND
TOWN
OF
DE-
PARTURE
DISTANCE IN
KILOMETERS
GOODS BROUGHT
-
j
W0H
Ph
O «
^ pQ
« ©
h-3 ©0 w
CQ Ph
SOLD
TO
CONSUMER
7 P
.
/r Aupey- Rio
_
Piedras 9
300 Avocados 2.50 X
17 t!
Gagneyes- Trujielo
i\.li ^ 25
Pineapples and
Banana Leaves .80 X
7:10" Trujielo Alto 12 70 cobs of freshcorn 1.00 X
7:15" Hato Puerco -Canovanos
15 8 gg sweet potat-
oes
14. 0<3 X
7:15" Trujielo Alto 12 52 pounds of pump-kins 1.51B X
7:30" Barrazas-Carolina 20 400 flowers 2.0(D X
7:30" ,» It 22 12 chickens 12. 0( ) X
7:30"
tt tt
20 30 pounds peas 3.0<hr
7:30"
tt n 22 400 eggs 12. 0() X
8:30" San Anton-Carolinal3 4 gg Yantias 12. 0()
L—.
—
X
9:20"
11:15"
9:25"
9:35"
0 : 00 "
15 gg yantias
Barrazas-Carolina £0
Trujielo Alto
28
15
Mayague
z
-t-
350
Carraizo-Carolina 20
Hato Puerco-
75 pounds beans
5 gg sweet pots.t- 8.75
6.00 x
oes
Peifns S and pumP“ 1*40 x
30. i
5.00
5000 Mangoes
200 Avocados
8 chickens
f -,0Q
x
4 : A • l
"
I. Cupey-Rio Piedras 8 Fruits & Lettuce 1.6C X
4:30" it tr t» 10 400 bananas 2.8C x_
4*40"
ti tt tt
7 200 Plantains 6.0C X -4
5 " Trujielo Alto 13 80 lbs. of sweetpotatoes 2.00 X
5 " San Anton-Carolins1 15 250 eggs 8.75 X
5*30" Cupey-Rio Piedras 9 2llt§gcgeppers 1.20 X
5:30" Trujielo 15 60 lbs Pumpkins 1.80 X
5:30" it 14 30 " Beans 2.25 X
5:45" Cupey-Rio Piedras 8 400 Avocados 9.00 X
5:45" tt ti tt 8 Peppers, tomatoesbumpkins
.
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Price of Products No
Less than
$ 1,00 to
If
2,00 to
i 3*00 to
$ 6.00 to $10.00
Over $ 10.00
3
8
3
3
5
6
This lack of cooperation is certainly one of the
reasons why the jibaros are such poor producers.
HOUSING CONDITIONS IN ‘THE RURAL SECTIONS
In a survey of typical rural sections mad© by the
students in the economic classes at the University of Porto
Rico, the following living conditions were obtained.
louses
Inspected
Sizes of Houses
In Square Feet
Number of
Rooms
Construction !
Material
40-
100
100-
200
200-
300
300-
400
400-
500
Over
500 1-3
Over
3 Wood Zinc Thatch
417 16 117 174 55 37 18 380 37 363 20 34
The following towns are comprised in the study:
Coffee Regions Sugar Cane Tobacco
Utuado
Adjuntas
Ciales
Sabana Grande
Juneos
Candvanas
Yabucoa
Maunabo
Cayey
Aibonito
Naran jito
The figures show that the average rural house in
Porto Rico is a wooden house, consisting of about 250 square
feet of floor space, three rooms, in name sitting room, bed-
room and kitchen. Imagine a space about one third of a good
sized school room, but made of rough wood and unpainted. Di-
vide it into two equal sized rooms for the bed room and the
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sitting room, and then a smaller one for the kitchen. Then
you have a pictiire of the average country dwelling in Porto
Rico. The greater number of these houses are built on posts
at an elevation of about two or three feet from the ground.
Access to the house is provided by a wooden step, a small lad-
der or a large stone placed before the front door.
It should be very obvious to the reader that the size
and condition of these houses does not promote health or moral
conditions. There are very many large families in the country
districts, so that it is no uncommon occurrence to find five
or six persons sleeping in one of these tiny rooms, no dis-
tinction being made between the sexes.
The latest model of houses that the Fajardo Sugar
company is building has a floor space of 336 square feet, and
has two bedrooms instead of one, as in the majority of the
workers’ homes. They are all painted and present a very pleas-
ant appearance. If this example is followed by other employers,
progress in housing will be very noticeable in a few years.
The furniture of the country houses is of as low a
standard as the houses themselves. The average house has only
rough wooden benches or boxes as furniture in the sitting room,
and wooden cots or a board platform instead of beds.
Sitting Room Furniture
No. of houses Chairs Rocking Boxes Hammocks Benches
Inspected Chairs
346 161 70 281 155 415
Bed Room Furniture
No. of houses Beds and Hammocks Board Wooden
Inspected Iron Cots Flatforins Cots
346 271 139 168 369
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When we consider that there is an average of about
six persons per dwelling, we can easily see to what extremes of
discomfort the rural population is subjected. By simply in-
specting the above figures, we can easily imagine two or more
persons sleeping in a narrow wooden cot or in a hammock, or
the younger ones stretched on the bare floor in order to sleep.
If we add to these depressing conditions the fact that about
two thirds of the rural population of Porto Rico have no pro-
visions for the disposition of excreta, (1) we have a very
good picture of the rural living conditions. Although these
conditions are a great improvement over those prevailing at
the time of the first American occupation of the island, when
only one fourth of all the houses in the towns and country
sections had any arrangement at all for this purpose, they are
still far from satisfactory.
HEALTH AND SANITARY CONDITIONS
Sanitation, like all other public services, has been
neglected in the rural sections of Porto Rico. "Perhaps no
other work has been given so much attention this year as the
extension of the public health work into the rural communities
which up to the present time has been neglected. " (2)
This is due to the fact that the most influential
people live in the towns and their claims drown the voices of
their humbler country brethren.
Ninety percent of the rural population of Porto Rico
suffer from the hookworm. (3)
(1) Report of the Commissioner of Health - 1926 - page 41
(2) Report of the Governor of Porto Rico - 1925 - page 367
( 3) Report of the Governor of Porto Rico - 1925 - page 382
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This means that practically all the jibaros are greatly hand-
icapped in their productive efficiency. People affected by
this disease tire easily, and suffer from frequent headaches,
and often have to stop work two or three hours after they be-,
gin in the morning.
To start a conversation with a jibaro family about
their health is like opening a catalogue of diseases. Out of
three hundred and forty-six homes studied by the students of
the University of Porto Rico, including in its scope 2,165
people, the following data was collected.
ILLNESS NUMBER OF PEOPLE WHO
HAVE SUFFERED WITH IT.
Hookworm 335
Typhoid Fever 49
Colds 523
Headaches 200
Kidney Trouble 4
Stomach " 196
Chicken Pox 103
Fever 177
Influenza 235
Measles 131
Rheumatism 117
Malaria 87
Conjunctivitis 18
Of course hookworm was reported only in those cases
where very noticeable symptoms were visible, consequently only
the worst cases are accounted for. Perhaps a clearer idea of
health conditions can be obtained from the reports of conver-
sation with the workers and the farm owners.
Case 1. - Laborer - Barrio Mameyes - Utuado
"No physician ever comes here. If a person gets very
ill we may take him in a hammock to the doctor in town, and in
extreme cases even leave him for a few days in the town hospit-
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al". The town in this case is about 16 miles distant from the
barrio*
Case 2. - Farmer - Mameyes - Utuado
"People here have practically no medical attendance*
When they get ill they go to the curanderos (quack doctors),
usually women. In the case of maternity cases, there are
women in the barrio who give them attendance."
Case 3. - Laborer - Mameyes - Utuado
"When anybody falls ill, I go to the curandero, be-
cause the town is too far to go to in order to get the doctor"
They accept this situation with a sort of oriental fatalism.
"What are we going to do senor, the poor have to resign them-
selves to their fate. Last month my wife fell ill and I had
to spend seven dollars in medicines and prescriptions. I paid
Doha Isabel 25 cents for each prescription and had to buy the
medicines as well. To cover these expenses I had to sell all
of my chickens."
Case 4. - Farmer - Mameyes - Utuado
"Illness is frequent but I believe it is due mostly
to malnutrition. I deduct this from the fact that the peons
who are kept around the home for doing errands, and who eat of
our food, are always in perfect health. No, no doctor ever
comes here to attend to the workers. They are treated by cur-
anderos . "
Case 5 - Small Farmer - Barrio D. Alonso - Utuado.
"When somebody falls ill we cure him ourselves or
send to the curanderos for a prescription."
Case 6 - Laborer - Barrio Guayo - Adjuntas* (Coffee farm
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on the main road)
"Not long ago I had four cases of typhoid fever at
home, and the rest of the children had the measles. A friend
of mine went to speak to the Mayor about it. The latter asked
the doctor to come and see us and the doctor did so".
Case 7 - Hospital of the Fajardo Sugar Factory.
The hospital is established with the purpose of giv-
ing medical attendance to the workers. This attendance is free
to all laborers. If their families need medical attendance,
they get it, but for this attendance they have to pay a fee.
If theydo not have the money to pay for the doctor, the fac-
tory pays and then takes a small weekly amount from the labor-
er's wages until the account is settled. There are also some
nurses who visit the families and give them advice about
health for which no charge is made.
Case 8 - Laborer - La Loma - Yabucoa - Sugar Region.
"When people get sick they are treated by the other
members of the family. If they are very sick they are taken
to the town doctor in a hammock."
Case 9 - Plantation of the Gufinica- Mayaguez - Laborer.
"in case of illness, we can go to the factory doctor.
The prescription is free, but we have to pay for the medicines
which they give us. This we pay for at the rate of fifty cents
per week."
In Ponce, the municipal government has a number of
nurses who live in the country and go from house to house giv-
ing advice and helping the families in minor cases.
To ascertain what the jibaros do for their health, a
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number of students were sent to spend some time in a drug store
in various towns of the island. They were to observe the med-
icines purchased by the peasants, and then to inquire the use
to which they were going to put the medicine and who prescrib-
ed it for them. The following is a typical report:
Patent Medicine
Purchased
Beef-Wine end Iron
jarabe Leonard!
Leonardi Elixir
Wampole Wine
Curatos
Catarrol
Palatol
Tonico Wintersmith
Bristol Sarsparilla
Mat i sura
Sanguinol
Cerebrine Wine
Cardui Wine
Higuerol
Anasma
Raiz de Pantano
Matapicor
Anasma
Use
Anemia
Malaria
Anemia
As a tonic
Cold
Cold in Chest
Chronic Cold
Malaria
Weakness of Blood
For the Womb
Anemia
Nervous debility
Painful Menses
Chronic cold
Asthma
Kidney Trouble
Itchy Skin
Asthma
By Whom
Prescribed
Friend
Almanac
Quack
Newspaper
Father
Quack
Quack
Newspaper
Friend
Midwif
e
Almanac
Quack
Midwife
Almanac
Aunt
Employer
Newspaper-
Friend
The peasantsThis is a very sad state of affairs.
have little or no medical attendance, and they are forced to
appeal to the newspaper, almanac or to anybody else who will
prescribe for them. That this wide purchase of patent medic-
ines is very bad for the health of the jibaros there is no
doubt; but what are they to do? If we except San Juan and
Ponce with 133 and 25 doctors respectively, there are only 183
doctors left for the rest of the island, or one doctor for each
6,829 people, the majority of which are scattered all over the
country. There are towns like Utuado which has two municipal
doctors for a population of nearly 40,000 people, nine tenths
of whom live scattered in the mountains. There is very little
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chance of a jibaro ever getting a medical examination of any
kind.
Health conditions in Porto Rico in general are very
poor. While the death rate from tuberculosis in the United
States was only 89 per 1,000 in the year 1924, it was 221.9
in Porto Rico. Again, while in the United States the percent
of deaths from this disease has been constantly decreasing,
in Porto Rico it has only very seldom decreased but always
comes back with increased mortality.
The following figures show the death rate from tuber
culosis per 100,000 for the years 1909-27 (1)
Year Rate Year •Rate
1909-10 216 1918-19 212
1910-11 - 222 1919-20 - 196
1911-12 - 162 1920-21 - 202
1912-13 - 148 1921-22 - 200
1913-14 - 134 1922-23 - 199
1914-15 - 161 1923-24 - 205
1915-16 - 188 1924-25 - 221.9
1916-17 - 210 1925-26 i— •» 233.2
1917-18 - 201 1926-27 — 268.1
As may be readily seen from the table, the white
plague has intensified its devastations in the later years.
The explanation is very clear. It is during these later years
that Porto Rico’s population has been growing without a corr-
esponding grov/th in income.
The budgets for the past six years have been as fol-
lov/s:
1923-
24
1924-
25
1925-
26
1926-
27
1927-
28
1928-
29
12.459.704.00
11.735.000.
00
10.417.390.00
10.790.000.
00
10.440.957.00
7,551,346.00
( Epidemiology of Tuberculosis in Porto Rico - 0. Oscar Mandry
Porto Rico Review of Health - July 1928.
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These figures mean not only that the government has les3 money
to combat ill health, but that the island in general is getting
poorer and cannot support so big a load. What is true of tub-
erculosis is not less so of the diseases which make up the
largest number of deaths in the island.
Death rates for the period 1901-1905 of Porto Rico
and the United States.
Causes Porto Rico United States
All causes
Tuberculosis
Respiratory
Digestive
11.7
221.0
275.0
514.0
22.0 (Per 1000)
91.0 (Per 100,000
221.0 " "
103.0 " "
If the population of Porto Rico continues to increase
without an increase in the wealth of the island, conditions
must go from bad to worse, and diseases of all kinds will keep
increasing their death toll, in spite of the splendid efforts
being made by the Department of Health.
EDUCATION
A. Before American Occupation:
Education like all kinds of public service has been
neglected in the rural sections. The best proof that may be
offered as to the indifference with which the jibaros have
always been regarded by their town brethren, is a letter from
the Governor of Porto Rico, General Despujol, dated in 1865.
He says "I again sent a recommendation in 1856, which had
been first made to the mayors in 1838, to the effect that
rural schools should be established. This brought forth no
results whatever, since the municipalities made no provisions
for these schools in their budgets." Education for the jib-
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aros was not thought worth while by the municipal councils.
But Governor Despujol was determined on establishing rural
schools, and he finally succeeded, overcoming the obstacles
created by the indifference of the town authorities.
In 1881, he shows disappointment in the fact that
some towns had enrolled in their rural schools only four to
six percent of the children of school age, and praises four
towns which he sets up as examples to the others, because they
enrolled 17$, 23$, 34$, and 58$ respectively of their rural
children. This means that even an enrollment of 17$ of the
children of school age in the country was very desirable. The
salary paid to the rural teachers is another sign of how little
importance was given to the education of the peasant children.
They were assigned fifteen dollars a month, but since the mun-
icipalities frequently did not have ready cash, the teachers *
promissory notes had to be discounted at the town grocery
store, which meant from one to five dollars for the storekeep-
er.
B • American Oc cupation :
This state of affairs went on until the American oc-
cupation of the island took place. Then it changed in appear-
ance, though not in its essential aspect. More schools have
been established in the country, school buildings have been
erected, there are more efficient teachers and better furniture
etc. However, the same irritating differenciation between
town people and the jibaro in regard to education has been es-
tablished under the glorious Stars and Stripes, as under the
flag of monarchichal Spain, Education in the country has been
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limited to three grades. Rural children have attended school
by the million, but the school has had very little influence
on their lives. They have come to school at an average age of
eight years, and at eleven years they have been sent home, be-
cause the school could not offer any higher instruction. What
could these children do? They returned to their homes and
worked at the same occupations that their parents had worked
at before them and without any improvements in the methods.
They were taught a little English, but they forgot it very
rapidly, because they never had an opportunity or occasion
to use it. They never took a Spanish book in their hands, so
that what little reading they learned was lost instead of im-
proved with practice. They developed into the same sort of
jibaro that they would have been if they had never attended a
school. The American flag, which has meant so much to the town
people of Porto Rico, has meant very little to the poor peasants.
The following table shows the difference in treatment between
the inhabitants of the towns and the jibaro children.
HOLDING POWER OF RURAL AND URBAN SCHOOLS COMPARED (1)
Number of Number of Percent Percent
Year Grade Pupils Pupils Held Held
Urban Rural Urban Rural
1917 1 11,169 42,240 100 100
1918 2 9,467 20,340
1919 3 9,610 17,671 86 42
1920 4 8,573 12,245 78 29
1921
1922 6 6,496 742 58 18
1923 7 6,064 179 54 0.4
Out of forty- two thousand children entering the first
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grade in the rural districts only 179 or 0.4$ completed the
seventh grade, while out of 11,000 town children 6000 or 54$
reached this grade, and 39$, 29$, and 13$ had the opportunity
of completing their first, second and third year of high school
respectively.
Conditions are not much changed today. About 75$ of
the children who are admitted to the rural schools receive
/
their three years of instruction, their school day being half
as long as the school day of the torn people, so that really
their schooling amounts to about one year and a half. Porto
Rico cannot advance very far until these conditions are rem-
edied. While 75$ of the inhabitants of a country lie buried
in ignorance, the country cannot be called progressive, no mat-
ter how well educated the other 25$. may be.
THE OUTLOOK
The problem of education is a very serious one in-
deed, and seems to have no solution without the expenditures
of more money. The island at present is in a terrible cond-
ition to even think of this. The hurricane of 1928 has caused
great devastation among the property and agriculture. The fin-
ances of the island have been sorely stretched. The alternative
seems to be as follows. Shall the government continue to offer
the jibaros education up to the third grade only, and then
send them home to become routinary farmers, like their fathers
before them, or shall it offer them an elementary school train-
ing of six years, and then intensive instruction in agricult-
ure for two years longer, even if the enrollment in the school
would have to be reduced? If, after eight years, the pupils
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go out of school with a good preparation in farming, they will
be able to produce more than without such training. Consequent-
ly the country districts will be better off and better able to
extend education to all. Something worth while will be accomp-
lished, in contrast to the present status when the products of
the school are of very doubtful value. By making the country
students good farmers, one of the principal aims of education
will be carried out namely, "To prepare pupils to do better the
work which they are going to do anyway." One alternative has
been tried and found wanting. Why not try the other?
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MARRIAGE AND LEGITIMACY
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Before American occupation of the Island of Porto
Rico, the marriage rate there was very low. In 1888 it was
only 4 per thousand, and in 1898 2.9 per thousand, though we
find as far hack as 1824 a marriage rate of .71. From then on,
it has increased steadily until 1902 and since then it has held
a very respectable place. In that year the marriage rate per
thousand of population was 14.04. After 1902, it has had
small fluctuations due to the World War or to economic pros-
perity or depression. It was 14.1 in 1924 and 15.5 in 1926.
This change has been brought about by the protestant ministers
and catholic priests who have, since devoting greater attention
to the country, exercised their influence with the country peo-
ple to marry legally instead of consensually.
As a result the island can compare favorably with the
United States in its rate of marriage; 10.2 in the States and
15.5 in Porto Rico in the year 1926.
Illegitimacy is a great social evil in Porto Rico.
The low percent of marriage before American occupation was due
to the large number of people in the rural districts who lived
together as husband and wife without being married.
The total number of people so living in 1899 was 84,
241 or 53.12 as many as those who were married.
The table on the next page shows the relative per-
centages of married population and total population. Though
the percent of consensuously married people has steadily de-
creased since American occupancy, the number of people so mar-
ried, and of illegitimate children being born to them is appal-
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RATIO OF MARRIED POPULATION TO TOTAL POPULATION
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1899 1910 1920
Year Married Percent of Married Percent Percent
Population Consen- of the in relat-
suously populat- ion to
ion marriage
1899 158,570 16.63 84,241 8.84 53.12
1910 228,225 20.41 101,186 9.05 44.33
1920 292,463 22 . 58 101,278 7.79 34.63
ing. In the report of the Commissioner of Health for 1926, we
find the number of illegitimate children as compared with the
legitimate to go as high as 47.9$ in Santa Isabel, the median
for the island being between Carolina and Rio Piedras with 18.5
and 17.9 respectively. This
immediate change.
state of conditions demands an
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FOOD AND CLOTHING
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Is the food of the country workers satisfactory? To
answer this question a number of students were sent to typical
country districts to collect the necessary data. The follow-,
ing are the results of this study.
Number of Breakfast
Families Slack Coffee Coffee witTT
Milk
Coffee with
milk and bread
or corn meal.
369 242 79 48
Number of Luncheon
Families No
Lunch
Corn
Meal &
Cod
Fish
Corn Bananas
Meal or and Cod
Rice Fish
'Corn Meal
Rice, or
Vi andas
Rice
and
Beans
459 5 18 106 37 124 69
Number of Supper
Families Soup Bice & Rice &
Bread Beans
"Rice
Corn
Meal
Sice &
Beans &
Corn
Meal
"Rice &
Viandas
Rice',
-
beans
& Meat
345 6 9 215 38 37 35 5
But this food does not tell the whole story, because
it does not show the amounts eaten. A better idea will "be ob-
tained from the purchases made for the families at the country
stores. Some of these follow.
Case 1. - Coffee farm - Utuado - A man and wife and eight
children - wages 60 cents per day when the man works all day,
30 cents when he works half a day which is too often the case.
Purchases for the day
For lunch
3 pounds corn meal 15 cents
|r " cod fish 8 "
Salt - — 2 "
“25 "
:c
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For Supper
2§ pounds rice 18 cents
Beans 3 "
Salt Pork 4 ”
Sugar 2 "
~~Z7~n
The remaining eight cents must be saved for Sunday when he does
not make anything. The sugar is meant for the morning coffee.
He had a supply of coffee from having picked coffee on shares
sometime back. When he works half a day, he buys only the
food for lunch, and the family has only one meal on that day.
Case 2* - Coffee farm - Utuado - Man makes 60 cents a day
and has a family of eleven.
Purchases for the day
2 pounds rice —— -12 cents
tjr " beans 6 "
sugar — 3 ”
coffee 5 "
lard — — 3 »
1 pound corn meal • - 5 M
salt i M
garlic i n
cod fish 5 »*
soap ----- 2 11
chewing tobacco 2 "
miscellaneous -- 5 ”
reserves for Sunday -- 10 ”
~T0—"~"
When he works one half a day he buys only one half of the afore-
mentioned articles..
Case 3. - Coffee farm - Ponce - Worker has family of eight
members. He makes 60 cents per day.
Purchases for the day
2 pounds corn meal 10 cents
J
M cod fish 4 n
Salt - 1 "
Coffee — 4 "
Chewing tobacco — 2 n
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2 pounds rice 14 cents
Lard 2
\ pound beans - • - 5 ”
garlic * --- 1 "
petroleum 2 "
T5 n—
Sunday Reserve * 15 "
UC n '
In this case too only half of the above are purchased when he
works only half a day.
Case 4. - Sugar cane region - Family of 4 - Wages 75 cents.
Supper
4 pounds sweet potatoes — 16 cents
Olive oil ---- 4 M
Sugar 3 ”
Codfish — — 4 "
Coffee 4 "
“31 rr~~
Case 5. - Sugar Cane region- Family of 5 - Wages 75 cents.
1 pound rice ---- 7 cents
lard — 3 ”
cigarettes 5 ”
2 pounds sweet potatoes 12 n
codfish — 2 ”
n—
Case 6. - Sugar Cane region - Worker makes 75 cents. Family
of eight.
2\ pounds of rice
2 " sugar
1 M corn meal
flour —
chewing tobacco
cigarettes
garlic
12|
12
4
2
2
2
1
35f
cents
it
ii
ti
it
ii
ii
*n—
—
It is plainly evident from the above cases that there
is not enough food, even though it is of the right brand, es-
pecially when it is remembered that from four to six months,
laborers can only work one half a day. At those times the
above purchases must be cut in half. Consequently the rural
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population of Porto Rico, in a great majority, are living on
the verge of starvation.
As regards clothes, they are no better off. We can
see from the above that it is only possible to buy food with
their wages. If they desire to buy clothes they must sell the
chickens which they are able to raise in their yards.
Such is the life of the country laborer. They work
from eight to eleven hours per day and barely eke out a mis-
erable subsistence
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Do the jibaros know their political rights? Do they
make use of them? The following are the findings made by the
students of the university in regard to these rights.
Number of Workers Party to which they belong
345 Coalicionist 102
Aliancist 243
Total 34b
Reasons for party affiliation :
1. Follows the party of the poor 71
2. The party promises more 20
3. They like the party — - 31
4. It protects the poor 3
5. Follow the owner 128
6. Tradition 92
Total --- 34b
Case No. 1 - Worker - Coffee farm - Utuado
M Workers are getting more independent in their vot-
ing, though they are not as well treated if they belong to the
opposite party. We have no means of expressing our wishes to
the government. Occassionally the farmers get together to ex-
press the need of the barrio to the authorities, but we are
never asked our opinion.”
Case No. 2 - Coffee farmer - Utuado.
” The tendency of the workers is to vote in favor of
the planters* party if the planter has won their affection,
and to vote against him if he has not."
Case No. 3 - Small coffee farmer - Caonillas - Utuado -
" Workers here vote as they please. We do not inter-
fere with their politics."
Case No. 4 - Group of Workers - Coffee farm - Guayo-Adjuntas
" Some owners try to influence their laborers, or
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even compel them to vote with their party. These workers say
they voted with the socialists because things are so bad at
present that no change could be for the worse."
Case No. 5 - Mayordomo in sugar factory.
"Almost all the workers here are socialists. The
factory did not interfere in their politics. If we had inter-
fered there would not be so many socialists. In the factory
in X the owner put out all those who did not become socialists,
and so he was able to carry the election in the district."
Case No. 6 - Socialist teacher in sugar-cane district.
" The. factory here helped the Alianza. Nevertheless,
we carried the district. We are educating the workers to know
their rights and to get them by means of the ballot."
Case No. 7 - Storekeeper - Tobacco district - Cayey-
" Most workers here vote with the planters, partly
through gratitude and partly through compulsion".
Case No. 8 - Tobacco Region - Cidra.
" Workers vote as they please here."
Case No. 9 - Coffee Region - Ponce - Group of workers.
" We vote as we please. We will not tolerate any
interference with our right to vote."
Case No. 10 - Minor-crop region - Isabella - Small farmer.
" Some land-owners insist on their workers voting
with them. If they do not, they are put off the farm."
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CULTURAL OPPORTUNITIES
With the exception of the large farmers, country
people have almost no cultural opportunities
,
except religious
ceremonies and their contact with ministers and priests. They
hardly ever read a 'paper or a book, they have no associations
of any kind, and, except for religious ceremonies, which part
of them attend occasionally, they never have an opportunity of
getting together.
In the Fijardo sugar factory there is a club where
men may attend, part of the expenses being paid by the central
and the balance being met with funds received by a tax of twen-
ty-five cents per week on the workers. The organization is in
charge of a Y.M.C.A. secretary, a graduate of the Polytechnic
Institute of San German.
They have the following activities - athletics, games
of checkers, billiards, lottery, teaching of sewing and embroid-
ery, moving pictures, newspapers for reading, lectures on
health, education and cooperation.
Among the country workers of Porto Rico visiting is
common. On Sundays or holidays people are fond of visiting
their neighbors. Young men go to houses where ladies are met
and spend the entire afternoon dancing and talking. These
gatherings are more frequent during certain seasons, especially
at the times of the harvests when they have more money and are
able to buT? new clothes.
And what do the jibaros do in their leisure time?
Those who occupy themselves at all make use of anti-cultural
rather than cultural opportunities. They organize cock fights,
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and spend all Sunday afternoon sitting Indian fashion around
the pit, making all sorts of motions, and shouting at the top
of their voices to arouse their cocks to kill the opponent.
T
They also roll the dice on the roads. Sometimes in a short
distance, of say five or six miles, one will find four or five
groups of men with dice in hand gambling part of their hard
earned and very small salary. They gather at some neighbor’s
house and play lottery in the evenings, also gambling a few
pennies in the monotonous pastime. They also gamble in the
country stores.
But this is not general by any means. The great maj-
ority just do nothing at all. They stay home on Sundays and
sit on their benches or lie in their hammocks. Some gather the
wood for the week on this day or do some small job around the
house. A few read an almanac or a paper or novel borrowed from
a farmer. Still in a few places they may indulge in a baseball
game
.
The average worker will be found sitting at home or
visiting a friend. The average women will be found doing her
house work on Sundays and holidays the same as on other days of
the week.
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RELIGION OF THE RURAL POPULATION
Perhaps the greatest cultural opportunities of the
rural population of Porto Rico are those offered by the Prot-
estants and Catholics through their religious activities. The
visits of ministers and priests to the barrios, the Sunday
schools and bible classes, and the literature distributed in
the country exert a great influence in raising the cultural
standards of the people*
The Catholic church has always been in the island,
but not until American occupation did the Frotestsnt church be-
gin to extend its influence to the rural districts* In 1925,
the Evangelic Union, a cooperative association of the Protest-
ant churches working in Porto Rico, had besides their urban
work, which included such institutions as the Presbyterian
Hospital, the Polytechnic Institute and the Robinson Orphan-
ages, 155 rural chapels with a membership of 5,116. It is in-
deed very encouraging to observe the work of these chapels,
where the jibaros have an opportunity to gather and sing hymns,
read the bible and discuss it, and exchange opinions about
social problems. In most chapels the congregation meets on
Sundays, under the direction of the pastor, and once or twice
during the week, in the evenings, to read and discuss the bible.
There are ten American priests in Caguas where they
have nine rural chapels. They hold mass in four barrios every
Sunday and Sunday school in the afternoon. The Redemptorist
Fathers have a large number of very fine schools in the urban
centers, and they are a great help to the educational work of
the island
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In spite of this work done by the Protestants and
the Catholics, there is a considerable amount of primitive re-
ligious practices among the rural population. A large number
of the peasants are spiritualists. They hold meetings regularly
in some of the barrios. They gather in a certain house and sit
around a table "in meditation". Then the president opens the
session and the spirits are evoked. They communicate after
which they march over in procession to another place. When
people are ill, one of the so called "healing mediums" comes
and through certain symbolic signs, they ask the spirits to
depart and to leave the person in peace.
Besides the spiritualists, there is a large number
of people who, though members of the Catholic or Protestant
churches, attend Catholic, Protestant and Spiritualists 1 meet-
ings. They say that all are good and they see no reason why
they should not cooperate in all.
Another very large group, though belonging to some
religion, believe in a number of immaterial beings, who have
helped them on different occasions, and to whom they pray with
the same devotion as Protestants or Catholics do to God. They
ask these beings for all sorts of favors, from obtaining the
love of a girl to protection from misfortune or for rain for
i
the crops. These prayers are printed on paper slips and sold
to the poor jibaros for anywhere from five to twenty cents.
They cost the dealers about two cents per dozen. They have
such prayers as to the Charm Stone, Wandering Jew, Restless
Spirit and Just Judge. These prayers, and many . others found
in the jibaros 1 homes, show only a strong inclination toward
primitive religions with their many Gods, and demonstrates that
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in religious matters, as in all social and economic matters,
the jibaros are lagging far behind their brothers from the
urban districts.
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Because of the individualistic tendencies of the
Spaniards, practically all of the settlers of Porto Rico scat-
tered throughout the land and built their homes at great dist-
ances from each other. Thi3 tendency, coupled with the prohib-
ition of trade with foreign nations, v/hich was equivalent to
allowing no trade at all, developed the Porto Rican peasant.
The latter is a man with a very low standard of living, ignorant
and superstitious, though with a natural kindness and chivalry
inherited from his middle age ancestors.
When towns were established, the brightest peasants
came there to live, and immediately started to look at the coun-
try people with an air of superiority, which was expressed in
the term jibaros by which country people began to be called.
The town people soon monopolized all progress for
themselves. All social institutions, education, system of
health, the Church, means of communication etc., became infin-
itely inferior in the country sections. Thus there has develop-
ed in Porto Rico two civilizations, one which can compare fav-
orably with that of Western Europe, and the other, in the rural
districts, which is lagging far behind.
The jibaro, in spite of his many good qualities, such
as generosity, kindness and honesty is an inefficient producer.
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and has never had any standard of living. .He continues to re-
produce at a fearful rate. If he cannot have two "bananas for
lunch, he will eat one or maybe none at all; if money is not
sufficiently large enough to buy two dresses for his little
girl, one will suffice; if he cannot have a wooden house, he
is willing to live in a grass house; if there are no seats in
his home he will sit on the floor. He is a sick and ignorant
man. However, he will marry at an early age and have as many
children as "God will send”.
It is evident that as long as the majority of the
people of Porto Rico are of this kind, the country cannot be
called progressive, no matter how far advanced the town people
find themselves to be. Water in a fountain will not rise any
higher than the reservoir which feeds it.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The following are the recommendations I should sug-
gest for the improvement of the rural economic conditions of
Porto Rico.
1. It is necessary to mobilize thought power in favor
of the jibaro. We must get the social mind ready to act. In
a somewhat autocratic government like that of Porto Rico, this
is comparatively easy. All social institutions such as the
press, the church, the town casinos, labor unions, and the
schools should cooperate in bringing before the people living
conditions of the jibaros and their state of backwardness, and
the need of improving such conditions.
2. The second step must be that of limiting the birth
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rate. While the birth rate in the island is 39 per thousand,
as it is at present, all solutions for social problems will
fail.
3. Better methods of cultivation should be taught to
the peasants in the coffee and minor crop districts. The Unit-
ed States and Japan get more than twice as many potatoes or
beans from an acre of land as Porto Rico does. Certainly, by
studying their methods of agriculture, great advances could be
obtained in Porto Rico.
4. The system of education in the country must be
changed. Rural schools must be made something more than agen-
cies to combat illiteracy. The aim of the rural schools should
be to teach the jibaro how to produce more. Agricultural ed-
ucation should be emphasized and children kept in school long-
er, even if the total enrollment figures are not as high.
5. The jibaro must be made a normally healthy indiv-
idual. Hookworm must be entirely eradicated at any cost. The
amount so spent would not be an expense but an investment. If
money were borrowed for this purpose, the greater production of
the rural districts would enable Porto Rico to pay for it later
without any financial sacrifice. A system of trained nurses to
visit rural homes should be established to counteract the econ-
omic waste which is produced by the many quack doctors who pre-
scribe for the jibaros. In this connection legislation against
medicines is also needed.
6. Public opinion must be awakened to fight consen-
suous marriages, which are the cause of illegitimacy in such
enormous amounts. Concerted action on the part of ministers.
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priests and civil authorities, such as the clerks of the civil
register, the judges, the police and the school teachers,
would soon end this social evil in Porto Rico. I heard of a
case where the civil registrar was in the habit of talking
to the father and mother who came to inscribe their child,
about the advantages to the child if they would get married.
He succeeded in inducing the parents to get married in quite
a large number of cases.
7. Though the birth rate is largely diminished,
Porto Rico will have for some time a serious problem of over
population. This could be solved by the establishment of more
industries. In this respect, the wisest thing to do would be
to encourage old industries, like that of sugar manufacture
and cigar making, which have proved successful, instead of dis-
couraging these industries to stimulate others, which might
fail. Porto Rico is sadly in need of more capital from outside
to create a demand for the excessive number of laborers that
are found in the island. In this respect, it might be added,
that any effort to solve the labor problems in Porto Rico
should be received with encouragement. However, I am not so
optimistic to think it can be settled over night; it will take
years before there is a notable improvement. One of the first
things to be done is to inculcate a spirit of work. As long as
the laboring man has visions of winning a fortune in the twink-
ling of an eye, there will be little spirit for work. If a
man has means and enjoys the thrill of expecting to win mill-
ions, no one would find fault with him for spending money he
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can spare in the purchase of what might possibly he the lucky
number. On the other hand, the man who spends money needed
for the maintenance of his family in betting, gambling, or in
taking a lottery ticket is certainly not doing the right thing.
For 3ome one who wins there are thousands who lose,
and generally it is the poor man who loses. Yet some will
never learn from experience, with the vague hope that next time
their luck will be better, they keep on spending money that is
needed in the home. This craze for gambling has so taken poss-
ession of the poorer class in Porto Rico that they have lost
the spirit of work. It is up to educators, therefore, to in-
culcate in the young the spirit for work by insisting on the
dignity of labor, its necessity and its recompense. It can-
not be denied that many people of very moderate circumstances
consider it beneath their dignity to do any work such as is
usually performed by servants. No doubt this prejudice dates
from the times when there were slaves and servants to perform
all such lowly offices. ' Times have changed and unless a young
man is willing to help and serve himself he starts out hand-
icapped. A little Christian humility and less self assertion
would indeed be a good asset in the battle of life. The more
a man tries to impress others with his importance, the less
important others generally consider him.
Then, too, many employers become disgusted with their
employees because the latter have no idea of punctuality and
no sense of responsibility. The so-called n free and easy
life of the tropics” has influenced many of the rising gener-
ation to such an extent that they come to work at all hours
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and leave before their days task is finished. Again, many
young men allow themselves to be dominated by a certain blind
instinct, which, though good in itself, if not controlled by
reason, unfits them for the serious things of life and leads
to ruin. While deprecating pride we do wish there were a
little more self-respect among our poorer classes. How able-
bodied men and women can accept almas for their support is
indeed a mystery. My suggestion as a preparation for solving
the labor problems would therefore be to begin with the young,
by instilling in their hearts an exalted idea of the dignity
of labor, by remembering that Christ himself labored as a car-
penter. Then teach them habits of promptness and punctuality
together with fidelity to duty. Let them be duly warned against
the dangers of idleness, intemperance, gambling and impurity.
A young man with an average amount of brains but with a level
head, strength of character, and a determination to do his
best, certainly sets out well equipped, and will make a success
of life. If employers could count on such men in Porto Rico,
the conditions of the laboring classes would indeed be improv-
ed.
A further difficulty in solving the labor problem is
the unchristian ways and means employed by certain capitalists.
They are dominated by one idea, a greed for gold. They con-
sider the laboring man as they would consider a machine or a
beast of burden, an object that deserves consideration only in
as it helps to enrich their pockets, to provide their ease and
comfort. Thus they have no conception of their fellowman, no
attention for his just grievances. In some places by a prac-
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tice of trusting or charging on credit, the laboring man be-
comes so dependent on his employer for the food he eats and
the clothes he wears, that he is unable to better his lot even
though an opportunity presented itself. He is bound hand and
foot like the galley slave of ancient times. Such is indeed
a true picture of the poor jibaro in so many cases. It is per-
fectly lawful and just that the laboring classes should unite
and form unions for their self-preservation, for the vindicat-
ion of their just rights and for the improvements of their liv-
ing conditions. However, often the very means of salvation be-
comes the means of destruction. Misdirected by unprincipled
leaders, working men often become their own worst enemies.
There should be moderation in all things, n though the laborer
is indeed worthy of his hire” he should strive to give an hon-
est days work and be reasonable in his demands for higher wages
or shorter hours. Once the laborer becomes exorbitant in his
demands and goes on strike without a just cause, he brings un-
told misery upon himself and those dependent upon him. Until
there is more stability and an assurance of a sufficient num-
ber of skilled and reliable workingmen, we can hardly hope that
capitalists will risk their money in putting up factories in
Porto Rico.
8. There is imperative need of teaching the jibaros
to cooperate in the selling of their products. An intensive
campaign waged by the Department of Agriculture and Education,
would probably see a rapid improvement in this phase of the
economic life.
9. There are too many places in Porto Rico that are
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\
not reached by a good road. This is a stumbling block for any
civilizing influence to reach these places. A better system of
rural roads would probably pay for itself in increased land
values in these remote regions.
10. Once roads are improved a system of villages
should be stimulated. This would be slow work, but by no means
impossible. Mountain farmers, when approached on the subject,
were very enthusiastic over its possibilities. One of them
offered free of charge the necessary land and aqueduct for the
village. The advantages of the small village are infinite in
number, and would greatly facilitate progress in the rural
regions of the island.
11. The standard of living of the jibaros must be
improved. Porto Ricos’ people must by social welfare work, by
legislation, and by every possible form of human agency, im-
prove the standard of living of the jibaros or laboring class-
es, now depending mainly upon wages earned in the island’s four
industries, sugar, coffee, tobacco and fruit, which being close-
ly connected with agriculture, provide work during only part of
the year. The establishment in the island of new industries
such as paper mills, cotton gins, soap factories and others of
that nature, would contribute greatly to the uplifting of the
wage earners. The natives of Porto Rico are naturally intell-
igent, and with a period of training should make excellent
factory workers. However, as I said in my previous point on
labor, circumstances just at present do not justify the invest-
ing of capital here.
12. Finally, anyone who has analyzed the growth of
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Porto Rican trade, and who has studied the resources and pot-
entialities of the island, must inevitably come to the con-
clusion that there is still room for notable development and
expansion, and of this future advancement the United States
will be the chief commercial beneficiary. If this insular
possession continues to advance during the next 10 years as it
has during the past decade, it will soon take rank as one of the
genuinely important customers of American export industries.
With circumstances ripe for the investment of American capital,
it will give increased employment to the native population.
This will naturally increase their purchasing power and thus
cause a very substantial extension of business.
Some of the conditions for the investment of capital
in Porto Rico are very ideal. Assuming that it would be poss-
ible to get the labor there, which I said previously is a big
question, Porto Rico posesses peculiar advantages over many
other tropical countries. If an American invests his money
there, he finds an absence of the restrictions, the embarr-
assing and costly practices, that sometimes are encountered
elsewhere. The money is that of the United States, and there
is consequently no manipulation of exchange. There are no dut-
ies to be paid on goods passing between the United States and
Porto Rico. The investor finds adequate banking facilities in
Porto Rico and reasonably rapid communication with the United-
States .
In this connection, however, it may be pointed out
that the establishing of new enterprises along merchandising
or storekeeping lines does not appear to offer any attractive
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opportunity now. That field is already overcrowded, and the
prospective investor should turn his attention to other branch-
es of activity. Any undertaking designed to develop the mat-
erial resources or raw materials of the island, should ordinar-
ily be attended with success.
Porto Rico is rich; it is full of opportunities
;
it
is habitable and healthful; it is administered in accordance
with American principles, and there are many of our country-
men already here. In all the tropics there is not a more in-
viting field for American citizens or one where they are so
much at home in every way.
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